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National Coming Out
Day is scheduled for Mon—
day, Oct. 11, around the
country. The only celebration
of this "national holiday" for
the gay /lesbian/bisexual/
transgender community will
be held Sunday, Oct. 10.
While it is a wonderful
thing to "come out," mostly
because it tends to lift a bur
den off the person doing the
"coming out," we at Family &
Friends wonder why a national

choose when to tell people
of our same—sex attraction?
A case in point. We re—
cently ventured into a local
bar to snap some candid
photos for our "Family Al—
bum." We approached a
woman to get permission to
take her picture. Her reply
was, "Oh, no. I‘m not out at
work."
Although
she
seemed to be comfortable
with her lesbianism, she
wasn‘t at all comfortable

with the idea that someone
day to do this is necessary.
_ where she works might find
Let us explain.
out she is gay. So we ask,
While we advocate com—
should this woman come
ing out, mostly because it‘s
out at work and place her—
healthy to be honest with
self in an uncomfortable po—
yourself and those close to
sition just because it‘s Na—
you about who you are,
tional Coming Out Day?
we‘re not sold on the idea of
Don‘t get us wrong, we
picking one day out of 365
feel National Coming Out
to do this. What if a person
Day is a great day to celebrate
isn‘t ready to "come out?"
who we are, but if a man or
Should a woman risk the
woman accepts their same—
chance of losing her job and
sex attraction on Dec. 5 and
only means of financial sup—
port just because it‘s Oct. 11?
shares their discovery with
those close to him or her, isn‘t
Should a man risk losing the
only parents he will ever
Dec. 5 a great day, too?
have just because a national
Perhaps instead of focus—
organization says he should
ing on the fact that we are
gay, we should focus more
tell his family about his
attention on the fact that
sexual preference? We don‘t
there‘s more to us as people
think so.
than just our sexual orienta—
Part of being gay is
tion; that there‘s more to be—
about personal choice. We
ing gay than just who we
personally choose to ac—
knowledge and act on our
attraction to people of the
same sex. So shouldn‘t we
be able to personally

choose or don‘t choose to
sleep with.
People are people, pure
and simple. We all have two

eyes, a nose, two ears, a
mouth, etc. Being gay is a
matter of culture. Culture,
in this instance, is defined
as, "The arts, beliefs, cus—
toms, institutions and all
other products of human

work and thought created
by a people or group at a
particular time," in The
American Heritage Dictionary. |___
It‘s not what we are (gay),
but our ideas (that we should
be allowed to legally marry
our same—sex partners), arts
(drag shows and gay/les—
bian art and theatrical perfor—
mances), customs (coming
out),
institutions
(the
Lambda Center and Gay and
Lesbian Community Center,
not to mention our bars) that
separate us from our hetero—
sexual counterparts.
Check out the word "ho—
mosexual" in the dictionary
and you‘ll find this defini—
tion: "Of or relating to sexual
desire for a member of the
same sex," taken from The
American Heritage Dictionary.
No where in the defini—
tion does it say anything
about being different than
other "normal" people, re—
ferring, of course, to per—
sons who identify as hetero—
sexuals. The difference be—
tween homosexuals and
heterosexuals is their ro—
mantic or sexual attraction
See Point, page 13
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High Hats, brunch is
Always anticipated, always fun! The infamous Friends
For Life annual costume ball, High Heels, High Hats will
be held Saturday, Oct. 23, from 7 p.m. to midnight at Am—
nesia, 2866 Poplar Avenue. This year promises to be cre—
atively challenging again as the theme is a tribute to the
sexy, sensational, shagadelic ‘60s!
The entertainmentthis year is the fabulous Joyce Cobb,
along with her seven—piece band. General admission tick—
ets are $25 in advance or $30 at the door.
Tables are available this year in the overlook section,
which offers an "over—the—heads view" of the action. Each
table seats four, and the $50 per person ($200 per table)
admission includes free champagne during the party.
Another option this year is the V.LP. room in the Red
Bar, which offers the best opportunity to watch everyone
as they come in. The $100 per person donation includes
private entertainment, food and an open bar.
The possibilities for big time fun costumes are positively
endless. Prizes will be awarded for best individual and
group costumes which best reflect the party‘s theme. The
People‘s Choice Grand Prize will be awarded to the person
or group that raises the most money. Cost is $1 per "vote"

set for October 23,
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for any costume(s) and yes, you can vote for yourself.
And on Sunday, Oct. 24, after you get some sleep from par—
tying so hard at the costume ball, plan to attend The Day After
Brunch. The brunch will again be hosted by the fine dining
establishment, Cafe Society, located at 212 North Evergreen.
Chef Michel Leny has created an exclusive, special three—
course Sunday brunch for the occasion. Cuervo—cured
Salmon salad is followed by Crepe Maurice, smoked
chicken and wild mushrooms simmered in bechamel sauce
with fresh asparagus sprinkled with extra virgin olive oil
and seasonings. For dessert there will be Tiramisu, a won—
derful Italian mousse—style cake with marscapone cheese
blended with Marsala wine served atop lady fingers
brushed with espresso then dredged in cacao butter.
A vegetarian entree and salad are available; please let them
know in advance. A cash bar will begin serving after noon.
Chef Leny, Bill Tomlinson, the kitchen staff and the wait
staff will all be donating their time and tips, which are very
much appreciated. All proceeds will benefit Friend For
Life‘s Hearth and Home Emergency Fund.
Cost is $25 per person and reservations are required.
Please call (901) 272—0855.
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operates a place of public accommodation." Restaurants
MANAGING EDITOR
are specifically listed as a place of public accommodation.
Deborah Cunningham is often seen cruising about inher MCIL stated that in response to this letter, "In 1994, the
electric wheelchair at community events. Cunningham has Public Eye claimed that making the restaurant accessible
spent most of her life using a wheelchair to get around. was not ‘readily achievable.‘" They said they could not af—
However, she also has lived a lifetime of finding build— ford to make alterations. Again, MCIL is quoted, "In No—
ings inaccessible to her wheelchair, and therefore services vember of 1994 Mitch Goldberg stated, in writing, they
would make alterations, but gave no
and goods out of her reach. One place in
timetable of when those changes would
particular is The Public Eye restaurant in
be initiated."
Overton Square.
* On Feb. 24, 1995, ADAPT com—
After many years of closed doors, lit—
plained to the U.S. Department of
erally and figuratively, Cunningham be—
Justice (DOJ).
gan a new round with The Public Eye
This complaint was made after no ac—
with a Consent Decree filed in the U.S.
tionwas
takenbyThe Public Eye to make
District Court on August 31.
the
changes
to their building. One thing
This consent decree, considered as
about
the
ADA,
it is a great law, but its
"settlingout ofcourt," requires the popu—
enforcement
lies
in the hands of the in—
lar midtown restaurant to make their
dividual.
The
individualhas
to know the
building accessible so that people with
law,
and
when
they
feel
they
have been
disabilities can have access to their ribs
discriminated
against
and
have
evidence
and barbecue. Hopefully, this will be the
that
the
law
is
not
being
complied
with,
final round of a battle that has gone on
they
have
to
take
the
alleged
offender,
for the past five years.
be it an individual, business, or even
Cunningham has posted a chronology
governmental body, to court. MCIL
of events surrounding this battle with
holds
the education of people with dis—
The Public Eye on the Memphis Center
abilities
of theADAas one of its primary
for Independent Living‘s (MCIL) website
goals.
Cunningham
is employed as the
at www.mcil.com.
executive
director
of
this
agency, located
* On Oct. 5, 1994 Cunningham wrote
at
163
North
Angelus
in
Midtown.
a letter for the Memphis chapter of
* On Nov. 9, 1995, the DOJ opts to
Americans Disabled for Attendant Pro—
take
no action.
grams Today (ADAPT) asking The Pub—
*
On
June 28, 1996, ADAPT protests
lic Eye to comply with the ADA.
at
The
Public
Eye.
TheAmericans with Disabilities Act of
Deborah
Cunningham
ADAPT
is
the radical group of indi—
1990, (ADA) is a piece of federal legisla—
viduals
that
don‘t
mind blocking buses
tion thatbasically requires, within reason,
all
day
with
their
wheelchairs
or
chaining
themselves to
that all persons with disabilities be in a position to live their
doors.
ADAPT
is
a
national
organization
committed to
life as anyone else. The provisions of ADA includes fivear—
advancing
civil
rights,
self—image
and
life
opportunities
eas, or titles, including (1) employment, (2) public services
and transportation, (3) public accommodations, (4) telecom— for person with disabilities by direct action and peace—
ful, non—violentcivil disobedience.
munications and (5) protection against retaliation, etc.
The issue that Cunningham is focused on was the area An article in The Commercial Appeal onJune 29, 1996, read
of public accommodation (known as Title III of the ADA). "Members of ADAPT of Tennessee, including several in
The law states, "No individual shall be discriminated wheelchairs, protested Friday night outside The Public Eye
against on the basis of disability in the full and equal en— Restaurant at Overton Square, demanding the restaurant
joyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advan—
See Cunningham, page 7
tages, or accommodations of any place of public accom—
IW
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Cunningham
from page 6
provide wheelchair ramps and other aids to the handi—
capped. After meeting with the advocacy group for the dis—
abled, Mitch Goldberg, whose sons own the restaurant,
promised to install ramps, provide Braille menus and sen—
sitivity training sessions for employees."
*e On Oct. 16, 1996, The Commercial Appeal runs a story,
about access for people with disabilities.
This article, written by Kevin McKenzie, read, "Alan
Goldberg, an owner of the Public Eye, agreed with their
right to access, although he said the public protest was
unnecessary. ‘I‘m behind them,I think they are right, I think
they have every right to enter any establishment comfort—
ably,‘ Goldberg said. ‘But at the same time they have to
understand the business aspect of it as well.‘
"‘The building the Public Eye occupies is 75 years old,
and will require ‘thousands and thousands‘ of dollars to
be made fully accessible,‘ Goldberg said. The business can—
not immediately afford the full cost, but has made some
changes, such as installing a ramp, and is continuing to
make others, he said."
According to the MCIL, Goldberg purchased a fiberglass
portable ramp to use at a secondary entrance about 30 feet
from the front door and a small black access sign. MCIL goes
on to explain that portable ramps are not acceptable under
the ADA because of the safety concern (slipping) and its avail—
ability (an employee would have to bring the ramp out to
the secondary en—
trance for its use).
* On Aug. 11,
1998, Cunningham
filed a pro se com—
plaint in Federal
Court asking for
equal access.
Talk is cheap,
a p p a ren tly
cheaper than wid—
ening the front
door. It has been
almost four years
$7
AA
cae
Cunningham sent
the first letter to
the Public Eye ask—
ing that they come
into compliance
with the ADA.

Debora Cunningham mrches in
1998 Pride Parade.

A pro se com—
plaint is the legal
avenue many in—
dividuals take to

press for their rights under the ADA.
Memphis ADAPT voted to pay the filing fees for
Cunningham‘s pro se complaint against The Public Eye,
Southland Capital Corporation, JPM Properties. Later Mitch
Goldberg and Overton Square Investors, LLC were added
because they "own, operate, lease, or lease to" The Public
Eye. Cunningham, at this time, files the lawsuit as an indi—
vidual seeking compliance and damages.
* On Feb. 8, 1999, the DOJ agrees to take action this time
and intervenes. The Attorney General of the United States.
Janet Reno, certifies the case is of "general public importance."
The Public Eye‘s verbal and written agreements to com—
ply with the ADA that were not fulfilled led to a pattern
that "The Public Eye was engaged in a pattern and practice
of discrimination." Certification by Attorney General Reno
led the U.S. Attorney‘s office in Memphis to file a Motion
to Intervene.
*e On August 31, 1999, a consent decree is filed in the
United States District Court for the Western District of Ten—
nessee. Basically, the parties have settled out of court.
The consent decree, supplied by Cunningham to Family
& Friends, makes the following statements:
"The complaints filed by plaintiff Cunningham and the
United States allege that architectural barriers prevent or
restrict access to the Pubic Eye and the parking lot adjacent
to the property at 17 South Cooper ... by individuals with
disabilities ... and that the failure to remove these barriers
to access violates Title III of the ADA.
"In their answers, the defendants have denied that barri—
ers to access exist at the Public Eye and the adjacent parking
lot. In the alternative, the defendants asserted that if such
barriers exist, it is not ‘readily achievable‘ to remove them.
"To resolve this dispute expeditiously, without further
litigation, by way of compromise and accord, and without
the admission of any liability or responsibility by any party,
the parties have agreed to resolve this case in its entirety
pursuant to the terms set forth..."
The document shows that Goldberg agreed to make sev—
eral adjustments to The Public Eye including:
Within 90 days The Public Eye will make a second en—
trance to the restaurant to provide access to the restaurant
to all people, including those with disabilities. There will
be a ramp built, appropriate signage and a hostess station
at that door. It was important to Cunningham that the sec—
ond door be part of the restaurant‘s general use and not be
a segregated door for people with disabilities.
Within 90 days The Public Eye will modify the existing
men‘s room to create a unisex accessible restroom with a
lock on the door.
Within 30 days, Goldberg agreed to modify the existing
ramp in the main dining room to remove a drop—off at the
edge and to lower the public telephone located in the lobby.
See Cunningham, page 13
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Maureen Henry (1—0, 1

On Thursday, Sept. 2, Gold Strike Casino Resort hosted
"If Looks Could Kill II," with five matches of female box—
ers taking to the ring.
This is the second such event hosted by Gold Strike Ca—
sino and the second time this writer has attended such an
event. I found the skilled boxing exhibitions of most of these
women to be challenging. Some of the women were fairly
new to the ring and others seasoned.
Three matches stood out.
The main event of the night, the IWBF 135—pound Inter—
continental Championship, put Tracy Byrd (11—1, 5 KOs), a
Detroit cop, against Laura Serrano (5—0—1, 4 KOs), a lawyer
from Mexico City, Mexico. These women took all 10 rounds
allotted them. The judges made the final call by a very close,
unanimous decision ... Serrano was the winner. But both
put up a skilled, challenging fight. You could see that they
were taking their time the first few rounds, but Serrano
proved to be the more aggressive of the two.
The heavyweight bout was another great show of
strength and skill.
One fighter to keep your eye on in the future is Kisha
Snow (3—0, 3 KOs). Arriving in the ring, her 225—pound
frame drew snickers from the audience. But once the battle
began, Karen Bill (1—1) found a brick wall in her way. Bill
fought hard, no doubt, but maybe too hard. Snow was
awarded a TKO 27 seconds into the third round.
Asked about the bout she had won, Snow said, "I felt it
went fairly well. The ref did her a favor. She (Karen Bill)
could take a punch but took too many, she needs more skills."
Snow indicated thatif Bill had not kept coming in for more
punches but had backed off some, the match would have
gone the full four rounds and Bill would have faired better.

Lisht

boxing bout

The junior welter—
weight bout between

RY ANITA MOYT

Rlue

female

KO) of Philadelphia
and
Carmen
Dominguez (2—0, 2
KOs) of Tulsa, Okla.,

}

almost went the full
four rounds. The ref—
eree stopped the fight
19 seconds into the
third round awarding a
TKO to Henry.
A tall, distinguished
man was in the corner of
the ring twice. He wore
a white English riding
cap and you could tell

Kisha Snow

he was the man in charge. Manager and trainer Jimmy
Opharrow was the man behind two winners, Snow and Henry.
"Jimmy is my everything, I wouldn‘t be here today with—
out him. He is like my father," commented Snow, a smile
crossing her face.
The night included two more bouts. Yvonne Caples (pro
debut) was declared the winner by TKO 11 seconds into the
third round over Natasha Wilburn (2—3) in the flyweights
division. In the lightweights bout, Isra Girgah (10—1—2, 5 KOs)
easily took the TKO win after only one minute, 31 seconds
into the first round over challenger Karen Ramos (3—1, 3 KOs).
As a rookie boxing spectator, I was impressed with sev—
eral things. The referees made the decisions to stop the fights
when enough was enough. Despite the crowd‘s objections,
there was more concern for the welfare of the boxers than
the entertainment of the crowd. And more than that, I re—
spected the good sportsmanship I saw in the ring. Although
there was some blood—producing punches, the matches
were fair and well—fought.
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And for those interested, WSMHC is presently interview—
ing for the position of project coordinator for this program.
Call (901) 259—1920 for more information.
PEABODY HOUSE, a transitional house for those in—
We understand that MEMPHIS PRIDE INC. has had a
turnover of members. Thanks to CAROL SCHLICKSUP,
SUSAN TARANTO and CAROL MOLDER for their dedi—
cated work. DOTTIE MILLS is now serving as co—chair of
Memphis Pride Inc.
Memphis Pride Inc. also tells Family & Friends that they
are planning to establish and manage a GLBT COMMU—
NITY SCHOLARSHIP FUND. We will keep you informed
as we get more details.
This year, the LESBIAN & GAY COALITION FOR JUS—
TICE will be helping out Memphis Pride with the NA—
TIONAL COMING OUT DAY PICNIC set for Sunday, Oct.
10, at Shelby Farms Shelter #3. Organizations are invited
to set up booths. Hamburgers and hot dogs will be for sale.
GATEWAY TRAVEL has completed their move from
Overton Square down the street to 574 South Cooper. This
happens to be the previous location of SCOTTS COSMIC
CLOSET, now located in Overton Square.
HIGH HEELS, HIGH HATS and the DAY AFTER
BRUNCH, annual Memphis gay community extravagan—
zas, will be held Oct. 23 and Oct. 24, respectively. AMNE—
SIA will host High Hats again, with JOYCE COBB provid—
ing the entertainment. CAFE SOCIETY will be providing a
wonderful brunch the next day. See page 5 for details.
The Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice has surveyed
the candidates for both Mayor and City Council positions.
Although not all the candidates responded to their survey,
you can find the answers of those that did respond at http: /
/www.gaymemphis.com/lgej /voterguide.htm.
On Sept. 2, FRIENDS FOR LIFE & ALOYSIUS HOME
officially merged. The
centers will operate un—
der the new name of
FRIENDS FOR LIFE
CORP.
(ALOYSIUS
HOME—AIDS RESOURCE
CENTER).
w H I T E H AV E N
sOUTHWEST MENTAL
HEALTH CENTER was re—
cently awarded a Ryan
White Title III Planning
Grant. This money will be
used to plan and coordi—
nate primary health care
for African Americans in—
fected with HIV / AIDS.
MEMPHIS
HEALTH
CENTER will be an asso—
ciate agency in this project. —

fected with HIV/AIDS, will be expanding in November
from eight to 14 beds. Renovations will be going on in No—
vember and they expect new residents in December. By the
way, Peabody House received $5,000 from the benefit per—
formance of A Chorus Line on Aug. 31.
The BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION will be start—
ing its volleyball league with a sign up on Tuesday, Nov. 2,
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glennview Community Center, lo—
cated near South McLean Boulevard and Lamar Avenue.
Scheduled games will be played on Tuesdays at 7 or 8 p.m.
beginning Nov 9. Call (901) 374—9787 for more information.
B.J. HEFNER and SHARON WRAY invite the commu—
nity down to MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison, on Sun—
day, Oct. 10, at 8 p.m. for a benefit to raise money for
HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH to go toward
its children‘s Sunday school renovations and improve—
ments. BJ said it will be a "super spectacular show with
many stars." Scheduled are TOM‘S fantastic chicken
number, a duet by TOM and FRAN, APHRODITE, JIM
BOB and many more.
If you visit BACKSTREET MEMPHIS‘ website at
www.backstreetmemphis.com you‘ll discover that legend—
ary drag queen diva MELISSA MASON will be perform—
ing at Backstreet on Sunday, Oct.10. Mason holds the title
of MISS SOUTHERN STATES CONTINENTAL PLUS 1997.
Sometimes you have to be careful what you say in pub—
lic because often times you may end up revealing more
about yourself than you intend. Case in point, someone
provided this quotable quote to us ... "If you are what you
eat ... you could be me in the morning!"
And, .D. CLAIRE sends her wishes from sunny Florida.

k_ 212 North Evergreen
901—722—2177
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Legendary

Joyce

Cobb

play

High

Hats

"The audience can expect to hear a mix of dance hall
music, Top 40s covers and a few originals," the Beale Street
diva added.

MY PATRICIA PAIR
wRITER
Called one of the biggest social events of the year, Friends
for Life‘s annual High Heels, High Hats event, set for Sat—
urday, Oct. 23, will feature the talents of Joyce Cobb and
her band, Cool Heat.
Born in Okmulgee, Okla., and reared in Nashville, she
first sang in her grandmother‘s church. After earning her
education, Cobb moved to Ohio where she worked as a
social worker. According to Cobb, one day she noticed a
man who lived in her apartment building carrying a guitar
case. Shortly after she inquired of his
musical talent, the two began re—
hearsing in the basement of the
apartment. Later, she moved to
Nashville where she did live orches—
trations for Nashville‘s WSM radio
and television stations.
Then, in 1976, Cobb moved to
Memphis when she landed a record

During her musical career, Cobb has opened for Taj
Mahal, The Temptations, Ashford & Simpson, Muddy Wa—
ters, Al Jarreau and in October 1992, she toured Europe with
Chicago blues singer Otis Clay. She also has performed with
the Memphis Symphony Orchestra on numerous occasions.
During her career, Cobb has been voted Best Female
Singer by the Memphis Chapter of the National Associa—
tion of Recording Arts and Sciences four times and named
Best Female Entertainer in 1995 by the Beale Street Mer—
chants Association. She also has been honored with her
own brass musical note on the
Beale Street Walk of Fame. And,
in April 1992, Joyce Cobb‘s opened
on Beale Street making her the first
female to have a nightclub named
in her honor.
Cobb recently produced and re—
corded her own tape entitled Jazzin‘
on Beale, and has helped to raise
funds for the National Civil Rights
Museum by recording March On.

deal with a subsidiary of Stax
Records just before the label folded.
Not letting that stop her, she contin—
ued her recording career with West
Coast—based Cream Records, where
she wrote, sang and performed the
single "Dig The Gold," which
topped the Billboard charts at No. 42.
During that same time, Cobb par—
ticipated in a project for RCA, releas—
ing the album Good To Me, which

to

Joyce Cobb

remained in the charts for 22 weeks, peaking at No. 11. In
the early 1980s, she worked at Cotton Row Productions with
producer Nikos Lyras.
f
Cobb said her relationship with Friends for Life and
Butch Valentine made her decision to play the High Heels,
High Hats event an easy one.
"I‘ve worked with Butch before on the tribute to
Frank Sinatra," Cobb began. "Butch is delightful to
work for and he is very focused on FFL. I‘m doing this
(playing the event) because we are all victims, directly
or indirectly, of HIV / AIDS.
"I feel privileged to be a part of the awareness that we‘re
not over this (HIV / AIDS epidemic)," Cobb continued. "It‘s
still rampant in our community."
Cobb, along with her seven—piece band (two horns, four—
piece ryhthm section and percussion), Cool Heat, will per—
form what Cobb calls "dance—oriented music that will keep
people dancing and happy."

In addition, Cobb contributed her
talents to the musical soundtrack
of Black Diamonds: The Story of Ne—
gro League Baseball.
Cobb manages to keep herself
quite busy. Presently she is a mem—
ber of The University of Memphis
faculty, teaching jazz vocals in the

serves as hostess of her show, "Voices," on FM90 every
Tuesday from 2 to 4 p.m. and "Songs For My Father," ev—
ery Wednesday from 10 p.m. to midnight; serves as co—host
for the "Beale Street Blues Caravan" radio program, which
is syndicated on more than 260 radio stations in North
America and worldwide, and is presently on a US tour with
the theatrical production "Beale Street Saturday Night,"
which was written and directed by Frank Bluestein. The
next performance will be held at Lincoln University in
Jefferson City, Mo., on Nov. 18 at 7 p.m.
Cobb‘s upcoming performance dates include perform—
ing at the Rum Boogie on Beale Street Oct. 5 from 6 to 10
p.m.; the King Biscuit Blues Festival in Helena, Ark., on
Oct. 7 from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.; the Memphis Chamber Music
Society Concert on Oct. 10 from 3 to 5 p.m.; the Girls &
Boys Club Oct. 17 from 12:30 to 2 p.m.; Collierville Court
Square Oct. 23 from 4 to 6 p.m., and Trinity Baptist Church
in Cordova on Oct. 24 from 5 to 7 p.m.

Cunningham
from page 7
Braille menus and an audiotape of the menu will also be
made available. By the way, Cunningham will provide the
Braille menu to the Public Eye.
Within 30 days, Southland Capital Corporation and/or
JPM Properties have agreed to re—stripe three parking spaces
in the parking lot behind The Public Eye to create acces—
sible parking spaces for two cars and one van. They also
will provide appropriate signs.
Overton Square Investors LLC and/or Southland Capi—
tal Corporation will make a contribution in the amount of
$5,000 to Memphis ADAPT within five business days.
Goldberg will pay a penalty of $1,000 to the U. S. Government.
If Goldberg does not complete those things he agreed to in
90 days, Overton Square Investors LLC, his landlord, will ter—
minate his lease. However, there is a provision that, if "reason
able progress" has been made the deadline will be extended.
If the Public Eye should close and not complete the modi—
fications, Overton Square Investors LLC and Southland Capi—
tal Corporation will be required to complete them before they
can lease the building again. Or they can choose not to make
the modifications and leave the building vacant.
Cunningham said she felt the consent decree would yield
"a positive fallout for our movement and the community.
Businesses should work to do the right thing; voluntary
compliance is definitely the way to go."
At the end of November, we will know the outcome of
this next step in Cunningham‘s battle. Hopefully, she will
be sitting at a table at The Public Eye enjoying a meal. Fam—
ily & Friends will keep you informed.
LD

STRIKE PRESENTS

Point
from page 4
to other people.
We all were conceived and born the same way. As we
grew older we developed crushes on other people as we
neared puberty. Granted that some of us knew early on that
we were attracted to persons of the same sex, but attracted
nonetheless, just as our "straight" counterparts. But, we
were not different, not really. We all went to school, played
on playgrounds, fell and scraped our knees and cried when
we got hurt either physically or emotionally. As adults we
all put on our pants, or dresses, the same way and we all
earn a living.
Sure, our lifestyles are different, but aren‘t everyone‘s?
Take two gay men. When they leave work everyday at 5
p.m. they don‘t do the exact, identical things. One might
go out to eat and one might go home and cook. One might
go out to a local bar and the other might rent a video.
Our point is this ... as we near Oct. 11, we believe it more im—
portant to stress unity in who we are rather than what we are.

9 PM

IN THE MILLENNIUM THEATRE — TICKETS s35

24K Excitement. 24 Hours A Day.
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ANY TICKETMASTER OUTLET OR THE
MILLENNIUM THEATER BOX OFFICE, CALL 1 888 24!C PLAY.
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Brett Daniels to give Halloween performances
Slowly the noose is placed over the man‘s head. A hush

hangman‘s nooses. The audience, acting as "The Executioner,"

falls over the crowd that has assembled before you. And
then, almost as if in slow motion, the trap door falls open

will then decide which of the nooses Daniels is to hang from.
The magician‘s fate will lie in the hands of the audience.
Only two performances of this special feat will ever be seen,

with a thud and the man struggles. Just then you realize it
is your hand on the handle of the trap door.
j

Brett Daniels

It‘s a pretty
scary scene and one
you can live out in
real life this month
at Gold Strike Ca—
sino Resort in Tu—
nica, Miss.
Master Magician
Brett Daniels will
present "Night—
mare at the Gal—
lows," on Friday,
Oct. 29, at 9 p.m.
and Saturday, Oct.
30, at 8 p.m. as a
spooktacular part
of his "Magique"
show
at
Gold
Strike‘s Millen—

nium Theatre.
On these two nights, audiences will witness the most dan,
gerous act any magician has ever attempted in this special
Magique Halloween performance. Daniels will be brought
tothe hangman‘s noose with little chance of escaping.
According to Daniels, the gallows will contain six

as a tribute to Houdini on the anniversary weekend of the
great Master‘s death.

ﬁﬂTMARE

If all of this doesn‘t

scare you, then perhaps

knowing just how dan—
gerous this is will. Just a

l
—— at the «——

mws
few weeks ago another
f
magician attempted this
special, death—defying escape. Unfortunately, he did not defy
death and was killed while performing the escape.
Due to the graphic nature of this event, audience mem—
bers who don‘t want to witness this event, or those with
young children who shouldn‘t see Daniels attempt this feat,
will have the option of stepping outside the theater and into
the lobby. A video tape of Daniels‘ amazing leap across the
Grand Canyon will be shown on television sets in the lobby.
If you‘ve never seen Daniels‘ Magique show, Oct. 29 and
30 is the time to do so. Just think, you could be one of only
a hand full of people to ever witness this amazingly dan—
gerous escape. And of course, you‘ll also be awed as Daniels
performs impossible sleight—of—hand magic and mystify—
ing illusions.
Tickets to see Daniels‘ Nightmare at the Gallows perfor—
mances are $19.95 and are available at the Millennium The—
atre Box Office, (888) 24K—PLAY, or by calling or visiting
any TicketMaster outlet.

WIN TICKETS TO SEE BRETT DANIELS!

Family & Friends & Gold Strike Casino Resort is Giving Away
2 Tickets to Brett‘s "Nightmare at the Gallows" show

|

Entries must be postmarked by Oct. 20, 1999 J
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Jack’s on gtructlon Site
425 N.Mart Plaza
Jackson, MS —
(601) 362-31 08 —
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presents

Purgatory 1999
Halloween Weekend
Friday & Saturday, Oct. 29 & 30
Rhythms by Allen Wright & Ray Pados Illuminations by Mike Kolby
Special Halloween Show & Costume Contest at Midnight Saturday, Oct. 30
Hosted by Lady Zelma
Located at
3911 Northview Drive off
HOURS
Meadowbrook Rd. in Jackson, MS
Thursday, 10 p.m. until ?
(601) 982—JACK (5225)
Friday & Saturday, 10 p.m. until ?
(South on 1—55 exit 100 or
YOU MUST BF 21
North on 1—55 exit 99)
with valid ID to enter
Live Music by Earth Angels coming in November

STRAIGHT UP
8UT NOT STRAIGHT
Advice on everything, and we mean EVERYTHING!

I am a 23 year old male and I consider myself bisexual.
I am not out, and I like a male friend of mine. I find my—
self uncomfortable around him and I think he senses it. I
am afraid to tell him for fear of losing his friendship, but
I don‘t want to lie to him. We are very physical with one
another, and we are always talking about sex. It makes
me uncomfortable and kind of arouses me, too. What
should I do?
Excellent question. In many relationships, the lines be—
tween friendship and love become blurred. You do not want
to rock the boat of your friendship. Yet, you are having
trouble hiding the components of who you are.
Your sexual identity is an aspect of your world and you
want to share it. I suggest you take a step back and evalu—
ate his ideas and perceptions of same—sex relationships.
Perhaps an open dialogue about the subject will serve
the purpose of knowing where you stand. He may feel com—
fortable knowing you are bisexual, but not if he knows you
are attracted to him. You have to follow your instincts and
decide if you feel comfortable sharing your truth. Use your
intuition. Know that a true friend will love you as you are
and not as they perceive you to be. In time, he will cherish
you as a friend, even if he does not pan out as a lover.
eoo
My question is of a rather embarrassing nature, but
here goes. After having three babies and years of persis—
tent bladder infections I finally made the decision to seek
medical help for this condition. My doctor suggested sur—
gery which I was eager to have. The problem is the sur—
gery didn‘t work, and I am now almost completely in—
continent. I have to be careful when I laugh or sneeze,
and can‘t even think about running or jumping. My sig—
nificant other assured me that she could handle this, but
obviously she couldn‘t as she left me two months after
the surgery. My doctor says there is little else that can be
done medically, so I guess I am stuck with this. My prob—
lem is that it now feels like I am doomed to a life without
love (not to mention sex). I am only 56 years old and cer—
tainly feel I have a lot to offer another woman, but how
would I ever explain my condition, and could anyone
possibly understand?
I certainly don‘t think you have to resign yourself to
being alone. I‘d like to think that the lesbian community is
becoming more aware of women‘s different health prob—
lems, and the steps to take to deal with them. Incontinency
is not that rare, and I think you‘ll find you are not the only
woman out there dealing with this.

There are certainly enough advertisements for adult
"diapers" (geez, I hate that term) that should make it easier
to get dressed up and go out. There are resources available
nationwide (not too sure about locally) for dealing with
this health problem.
As far as sex goes, there‘s no reason why you can‘t
put a plastic sheet under some pretty fitted ones that can
be easily thrown into the wash after sex. Or you could
just use a few towels. You need to let your partner know
what to expect, and also assure her that you aren‘t in
any pain. You may find that it adds to, not takes away
from, a very stimulating and erotic experience. Have you
tried Kegel exercises? They can be very effective in ton—
ing up the pelvic muscles. I would also suggest that you
seek out another doctor. There may be other options as
far as surgery goes, or maybe there‘s physical therapy
specific to your condition.
Questions are answered by two people, a gay male and a les—
bian, in an attempt to get the best and mostfair answers possible.
Each person has a bachelor‘s degree in the counseling field and
are pursuing their master‘s degrees in counseling. The opinions
expressed are not necessarily those of the magazine. For serious
problems, seek professional help. Send questions to Family &
Friends, P.O. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948, or e—mail
them to FamilyMag@aol.com.
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Black

Rep

to Shake

The Memphis Black Repertory Theatre will stage Shakin‘
the Mess Outta Misery Oct. 15 through Oct. 24.
This exciting show, initially presented by Black Rep in
1997, celebrates a diverse community of strong, empow—
ered African—American women. Told through a soulful fu—
sion of drama, song, dance, chanting and drumming, Shakin‘
the Mess Outta Misery is a vibrant theatrical experience.

Mess

Outta

Misery

Buckman Performing and Fine Arts Center at St. Mary‘s Epis—
copal School, 60 Perkins Road Extended at Walnut Grove.
Showtimes are Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m.
and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets are $15 with $10 seats avail—
able for seniors, students and military.
For tickets or more information, call The Playhouseon

the Square Box Office at (901) 726—4656

Presented in collaboration with the Buckman Center at
St. Mary‘s Episcopal School, Shakin‘ the Mess Outta Misery
unfolds as a woman known as Daughter shares vivid
memories of the spirited, extraordinary women who raised
her when she was a motherless child. Atlanta—based actress
Michele McCullough returns to reprise her role as Daugh—
ter. She will be joined by a gifted ensemble of actresses in—
cluding Black Rep company member Rainey Harris and
Memphians Leila Boyd, Louise Davis, Ruby O‘Gray, Lazora
Jones, Cequita Monique and Gayle Walls. Written by play—
wright and novelist Shay Youngblood, Shakin‘ the Mess
Outta Misery will be staged by Memphis Black Repertory
Artistic Director Harry Bryce.
Shakin‘ the Mess Outta Misery is being performed at

Cast of Shakin‘ The Mess Outta Misery
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A First—Hand Look at the Trans Community

My new—found friend, Barbara, sent me an email a few
weeks ago. She is an Male—To—Female Transgendered
woman that expresses her convictions very strongly about
the transgendered community and the attitudes towards
it. Barbara raised questions that I found very interesting.
In today‘s society, women can dress as masculine as men
do and be accepted. How many of these women are
transgendered? To be transgendered doesn‘t mean that an
individual desires surgery or even hormones. It simply
means that they feel like their birth sex doesn‘t describe
them fully. Some women are very masculine in appearance
and stature. Do these women feel masculine? If so, these
women are transgendered to some degree.
Barbara also raised the question about sexual orienta—
tion for transgendered people. If a person is physically male
at birth but feels female and dates a man, is that person
gay? If the same person dates a woman, is that person gay
in this scenario since they feel female even though their
body says male? Sexual identity and gender identity are
two very different components of all people. It‘s just that
most people don‘t question their gender identity. They feel
as though their body accurately reflects who they are and
they don‘t think much about it. Some argue that sexual iden—
tity or preference is chosen. We all know that‘s a crock, don‘t
we? There has been much research to reject that theory.
Sexual identity is probably determined at birth, just like
your gender identity is. So who is to say what is gay and
what is not? Is there an accurate definition that could pos—
sibly represent all people? Do we need a separate defini—
tion for transsexual people‘s sexual orientation or do we
respect their gender declaration and follow the constructs
everyone else uses?
According to the Webster‘s dictionary, a transvestite is,
"A person who dresses and acts in a style or manner of the
opposite sex." Doesn‘t that describe a large number of
women? We typically only associate transvestitism with
men. According to that definition, the transgendered com—
munity will soon outnumber the gay or possibly even the
straight identified community with a substantial increase
of women in the ranks. The sexual preference of these
women does not determine whether or not they are trans—
vestites. My point is the lines we draw for each other aren‘t
defined very well and we all overlap into other areas. A
definition that may have been accurate hundreds of years
ago just doesn‘t fit in today‘s culture. We (transsexual, gay,
and straight people) are more alike than most people are

willing to consider. We are a very diverse people and to
limit our personalities or ourselves seems ludicrous. But to
reject a person or a group because of that diversity is even
worse. To reject me because I‘m transsexual and accept a
woman dressed in men‘s clothing (possibly outfitted in
Tommy Hilfiger gear) is being a hypocrite. By definition,
you are accepting the transvestite and rejecting the trans—
sexual. What‘s wrong with that picture?
What would be considered gay in the transsexual com—
munity? I would imagine the answer to that question would
depend on who you ask and how close—minded that per—
son is. If they respect that person for the spirit they have,
they are likely to see an MTF who dates a man as straight.
If that individual couldn‘t get past where that person started
out in life, they not only would think that they were gay,
but probably a bit whacked out of their mind as well. I‘ve
personally had someone who I thought respected me for
who I am inform me that my DNA would always be fe—
male. Not only did I find it offensive, I was surprised that
this person was familiar with my DNA make—up. A large
assumption was automatically made and it‘s painfully ap—
parent to me that this person is not only narrow—minded,
but also will never quite see or respect me as a man. I find
that very sad.
This brings up another question, does there ever come a
point when a TS person isn‘t transsexual anymore? I‘ve
asked this question before and still don‘t have the answer.
I‘ve researched the definitions of all kinds of people and
tried to accurately describe who they are. Of course, not
everyone can be represented accurately in every situation
and the definitions I‘m finding are so limiting. For example,
Webster‘s dictionary defines a transsexual as, "1. One
whose primary sexual identification is with the opposite
sex. 2. One who has undergone a sex change." According
to that definition, anyone who hasn‘t completed all the sur—
geries isn‘t transsexual. Some people aren‘t able to have
the surgeries due to economic factors and some simply
don‘t want to have the surgeries. It isn‘t for everyone who
feels out of sync with their body and identity they were
assigned to at birth. Let me be the first to tell you it‘s no
picnic. It‘s extremely painful, expensive and the health risks
are overwhelming. If these people that choose not to have
any or all of the surgeries, what are these people if they are
not transsexual? Why, after all the surgeries, is that person
See Take A Walk, page 21
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Mystic Krewe of Memphis United

Group

plans

auction

to

raise

gala

funds

The Mystic Krewe of Memphis United (MU) will hold a

that MU has sponsored and the funds will be used by the

silent auction at In The Grove, 2865 Walnut Grove Road,
on Sunday, Oct. 17 from 3 to 6 p.m. This is the first fundraiser

organization for a gala ball planned for the spring.
There have been some fantastic items donated for the
auction such as health and salon services, dining gift cer—
tificates, art, home furnishings and more.
|
There is a $5 cover at the door. Everyone is invited to
come and have a fun—filled afternoon.

Take A Walk
from page 20
still transsexual? Isn‘t that person no longer TS when their
body matches their inner self? Since I have completed my
surgeries, why am I still labeled TS? I look physically male,
act male, and most certainly feel male. Why do I still have
this label?
It is my personal opinion that most of these definitions
either need to be rewritten, or we should all say who gives
a shit what labels describe us! After all, they aren‘t accu—
rate and there are so many gray areas that it isn‘t just to
incorrectly tag someone. I say to Webster, "we don‘t need
no stinkin‘ labels, Take A Walk!"

CHECK OUT

FAMILY & FRIENDS‘

WEBSITE AT
http://members.aol.com/familymag/homepage.htm!
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Your

Turn
Letters to the Editor

Reader complains about unity
I read the column on the candidates for mayor in the
September issue and I have some thoughts on it.
It didn‘t surprise me that only five out of 16 mayoral
candidates bothered to respond to your questionnaire be—
cause I don‘t think the gay community has much of a pres—
ence in Memphis. We‘re very easy to ignore. The front run—
ners in the race didn‘t feel they had to respond because it
will make no difference if we, as a community, vote for them
or not. Have you ever heard a politician in this city talk of
courting the gay vote, speaking out on gay rights, or the
importance of protecting us from harassment (Steve Cohen
being the possible exception)?
We don‘t stir things up here. I mean look at the Pride
Parade this year. It had next to no spectators along the route
except for our group at the end. The media didn‘t even cover
it! It was a non—event as far as the city was concerned. I‘m
not even sure our community supports it that much. I know
we have more than the roughly 1,500 people who show up
every year. Several years ago it used to be a "march" but
organizers thought that sounded too political, too radical,
etc., so it became a parade.
Don‘t get me wrong. I think all of our efforts here (Fam—
ily and Friends, Triangle Journal News, Pride activities, MAGY
and other groups) are very important to help us feel con—
nected and have a sense of pride. But it‘s like we‘re a self—
contained sub—culture that has little impact on the city. I
can‘t believe everything is just dandy with the gay com—
munity and nothing needs to change.
I may be wrong about all this — this has just been my
impression from observations over the years. I‘d be inter—
ested in knowing what you and/or your readers think.
Sincerely,
Tammy Braithwaite
(Editor‘s Note: The media did cover the Pride parade, includ—
ing The Memphis Flyer, Family & Friends, The Triangle
Journal News, KISS 107.5 Radio and TV News Channel 3.)
Man comes to director‘s defense
I was a little surprised, and greatly disappointed to read
in your paper, the accusation that (name withheld), the di—
rector of the Humane Society, was homophobic. My sur—
prise came from my own personal experiences with (name
withheld). Both personally and professionally, he is a very
open and supportive individual toward all people, no mat—
ter what their sexual orientation might be. We have worked
together through the Humane Society and I have dined with

he and his family in their home. We have worked together
on the opera stage, as well. Now tell me what homophobic
man is going to don tights and walk the boards without
care of identity? I feel sure that I am bright enough to see
the difference between championing of equality and loath—
ing. You don‘t even have to know (name withheld) to see
him clearly. However, it does require one to think before
they speak, or write, in this case.
Too often we accuse someone of homophobia because
they don‘t drop everything in their professional life to see
to our needs. Now, perhaps I am going out on a limb here,
but are you sure you were hung up on as you indicate in
your article? I don‘t doubt that you may have been dealt
with in a curt manner, but why would you assume it had
anything to do with your being gay? I‘m not sure I wouldn‘t
call that paranoia on your part, not homophobia on his. If
we expect to be treated equally, we can‘t scream like a hys—
terical queen because someone that happens to be straight
didn‘t defer to us. If we want respect as equals, we cannot
throw a label on someone just because we rashly assumed
they labeled us. I, personally, am very disappointed in the
harsh judgment placed on him and embarrassed that in so
placing this judgement, we fall guilty ourselves of what he
is charged with.
Sincerely,
Tom Clifton
Director responds to editorial
I do not remember hanging up on you, and I apologize
if I seemed short. Ironically, your assertion that either I was
having a bad day or was being bitten on the "derriere by a
rabid Doberman" was probably a lot closer to the truth. I
do remember being very busy that day with what could
have been any one of a hundred emergencies. We appreci—
ate your kind offer of advertising and, while we are not
interested at the present time, we may want to take advan—
tage of your offer at some point in the future.
The members of the Memphis Humane Society are not
united by any political or lifestyle agenda. Instead we are
united by a common goal of improving the quality of life
for animals and their owners. We have members of every
size, lifestyle, culture, age ... whatever you can imagine.
We side with no political party, neither do we lean towards
any religion. The MHS belongs to no faction nor do we hold
with any philosophy — save one: that the welfare of the
animals is our top priority and drives our every decision.
See Your Turn, page 29

tual journey with integrity.
BY TM MEADOWS
CAUEST WRITER
Coming out of the closet was a pro—
cess that started with a nervous tele—
phone conversation with my mother.
Coming out was a tearful and tortu—
ous exchange sitting on the bedroom
floor with my wife telling her why I
was filing for divorce. Ten years ago
in October I sat in a lawyer‘s office set—
ting up the terms by which life as I
knew it would come to an end. Like a
good biblical trauma, my emergence
into an integrated life was filled with
much fear and trembling that led to a
promised land of integrity.
Coming out is a sociological phe—
nomenon and a whole lot more. Com—
ing out is a spiritual process that does
not end with telling everybody who
matters that I am gay. Coming out is
the process towards integrating the
scattered pieces of our lives into whole—
ness on a daily basis. With National
Coming Out Day around the corner, it
is an occasion synonymous with anni—
versaries that mark weddings, bap—
tisms, birthdays.
I have always been a spiritual per—
son and a gay person. I vested myself
with great scriptural quotes like "the
truth will set you free," "love casts out
all fear" and "God‘s grace is suffi—
cient." My Judeo—Christian spirituality
buoyed me through some uncomfort—
able religious gatherings and friends
who turned out to not really be friends.
At the movies I adopted priceless
quotes like "A life lived in fear is a life
half lived," from Strictly Ballroom.
George Michael even became a
prophet when he sang "guilty feet ain‘t
got no rhythm." As time marched by
since those first coming out experi—
ences I realized that some of my basic
assumptions about God, spirituality
and self were shifting. Coming out is a
leap of faith that finally engages a spiri—

The spiritual discipline of coming
out shatters illusions and self—decep—
tion. Sort of like when my flight atten—
dant life partner comes home and tells
me he was flying with some colleagues
who started asking questions (prob—
ably trying to see if he will admit that
he is gay). Good natured and enthusi—
astic as Chris generally is he tells about
his partner, the kids and the dog. All
seems fine in their jet set worldliness
until they ask, "what does your part—
ner do?" When Chris matter—of—factly
responds with "he is a minister at a
church," jaws drop open and raised
eyebrows intensify the communica—
tion. Queer and straight people both
generally respond alike to Chris‘ rev—
elation. Coming out these days has
more to do with the spiritual and
sexual twining of our lives. His col—
leagues further question him, "Does
his congregation know about you?"
That has many interpretations, how
can a congregation employ a gay min—
ister? Or more piercing, gay people are
spiritual, are ethical and are moral? Or
is it possible that clergy have kinky
sex? What I have learned is that spiri—
tuality is a living, changing, interact—
ing, boundary—crossing, sexually—
arousing, gut—wrenching, soul—rending
and mind—twisting journey. That jour—
ney is open to anyone seeking peace
and enlightenment in whatever spiri—
tual path one chooses.
Recently I heard the ironic tale of a
gay man from rural Arkansas who was
not allowed to go to hair styling school.
The last thing his daddy wanted was a
hairdressing sissy for a son. So, do you
know where Daddy sent him to school?
Daddy sent his sissy son to "preaching
school." Daddy said, "That way God
will take care of you and you‘ll do
right." Amazingly, after 20 years of min—
istry, marriage and a child, my friend
still knew God was calling him to be a
hair stylist and God made him gay. He

no longer needed to live up to Daddy,
church or what he perceived God to be.
He leaped out in faith and trusted God
would direct his path regardless of
everybody‘s expectations.
I suppose I write this column with the
perspective of living behind the magno—
lia curtain and being part of the "out"
g/1/b/tcommunity. Whether I am in the
Judeo—Christian community of not, Il am
deeply affected by the religious influence
in Memphis. Memphis is not an easy
place to live for g/1/b/t people prima—
rily because of that influence. Coming
out can be construed as bad manners
and a bit too confrontational in the po—
larized city of "good abode." In a place
seemingly haunted by spiritual powers
it seems to me that integrity and whole—
ness would be prized.
Perhaps the next act of coming out
is within the g/l/b/t community. We
acknowledge the spiritual in each of us
and expose the lies of religious bigotry
that deny that in us. Then the propo—
nents of power — and control—based re—
ligion — are exposed in their ignorance.
As g/l/b/t people we do not have to
be characterized with various addic—
tions, unethical behavior, negative ste—
reotypes, low self—esteem, AIDS. Com—
ing out becomes an act of letting go of
our learned ways of hiding.
In order to survive many of us have
had to be chameleons. Being deceptive
comes easy for me and many of my g/
1/b/t brothers and sisters. Each day that
we learn to love self, God and neigh—
bor more, we learn to risk revealing the
truth. Coming out is a spiritual disci—
pline where we are free from worrying
about who has information that could
hurt us. In turn we become more grace—
filled with the truths others reveal to us.
Like any good spiritual discipline, com—
ing out involves sacrifice. Once we re—
claim our connection to the Eternal we
begin our process to wholeness.
See Neighbor, page 29
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dancing. Although some of the lyrics are a little bit lame,
mostly waxing the merits of having several women all at
once, the music
makes up for
what the lyrics
lack..
A
full
rhythm and horn
section rounds
out the feel of the
A Love Like Ours — Barbra Streisand
How many of you have ever been planning a romantic
evening or a romantic getaway and found that everything
was perfect, but you couldn‘t find the right romantic mu—
sic to make your time complete? For those of you in that
predicament, Barbra Streisand solves the problem with her
new CD A Love Like Ours.
This album is more like Barbra and
husband, James Brolin‘s, wedding
album, but in song. The cover fea—
tures a picture of Barbra and James,
and the CD booklet is filled with pho—
tographs of the couple, some of
which were taken at their wedding.
Barbra also has included very per—
sonal liner notes to accompany the song listings. This
should make those fans that are interested in her pri—
vate life very happy.
Love eternal is the heart and soul of this album. With
rich orchestral arrangements and of course, her unbeliev—
able voice, this album may well be the ULTIMATE love
album. From the strong "Just One Lifetime," to the Bra—
zilian flavor of "The Island," to the country—swing style
of "We Must Be Loving Right," this album embraces love
as if it were the only emotion in the universe. A couple of
the highlights on the album for me are "If You Ever Leave
Me," a wonderful duet with Vince Gill, and "I‘ve Dreamed
of You," which is a definite tear—jerker for anyone who
has ever been in love.
The Streisand—produced numbers include the album‘s
first single, "I‘ve Dreamed Of You," a remake of the
Gershwin number "Isn‘t It A Pity" and "The Music That
Makes Me Dance," which is a song from the Streisand land—
mark Funny Girl. This track features Kenny G on saxophone.
Other producers include Walter Afanasieff, David Foster,
Richard Marx, Tony Brown, and Arif Mardin.
A Little Bit Of Mambo — Lou Bega
If you listen to the radio, you have no doubt heard the
latest in the reemergence of swing craze, "Mambo No. 5 (A
Little Bit Of...)," the first single from Lou Bega‘s CD A Little
Bit Of Mambo. This song has been receiving considerable

CD, and the pro—
duction on the
CD is outstand—
ing, featuring the
talents of Frank
Lio and D. Fact,
who blend rap
with swing with
heavy
snare
drums, percussion reverb and thick horn layering to maxi—
mize production.
If your first feel of this album is to turn it off after hear—
ing "Mambo No. 5," keep listening a little longer. It may
seem immature at first due to the lyrics, but the music is
appealing and grows on you!
Worth a mention ...
If you are a Beatles fan, check out the new release of the
Yellow Submarine Songtrack. This is not a re—release of the
SOUNDtrack, which included some songs from the movie
along with orchestral arrangements of incidental movie
music, but a SONGtrack which includes every song that
was performed by the Beatles in the Yellow Submarine movie.
As an added bonus, these songs have been re—mixed, re—
mastered and rerecorded, so they come out cleaner and
better than the original recordings. This is a must have for
your Beatle‘s collection!
Billboard‘s Hot 100 (top 10)
as of week ending September 26, 1999

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1 — "Unpretty" — TLC
2 — "She‘s All I Ever Had (*)" — Ricky Martin
3 — "Smooth" — Santana Featuring Rob Thomas
4 — "Mambo No. 5 (A Little Bit Of...)" — Lou Bega
5 — "Bailamos" — Enrique Iglesias
6 — "Genie In A Bottle" — Christina Aguilera
7 — "Someday" — Sugar Ray
8 — "All Star" — Smash Mouth
9 — "Scar Tissue" — Red Hot Chili Peppers
10 — "I Need To Know (*)" — Mare Anthony

airplay and is the greatest gainer/airplay selection on
\ Billboard‘s Hot 100 chart, occupying the No. 4 position.
If you like "Mambo No. 5," then you should enjoy the
rest of the CD. It is a collection of "feel good" songs that
are guaranteed to make you tap your toes and feel like

Advertise in Family & Friends
Call (901) 682—2669
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Billboard‘s Top 10 Dance Tracks
as of week ending September 26, 1999
Tony
No. 1 — "All Or Nothing" — Cher
No. 2 — "Situation (1999 Mixes)" — Yaz
No. 3 — "Rhythm Is My Bitch" — Kevin Aviance
No. 4 — "Five Fathoms (Love More)" — Everything But
The Girl
No. 5 — "You" — Judy Albanese
No. 6 — "Jingo (Remix)" — Candido
No.
No.
No.
No.

7 — "Walking" — Pocket Size
8 — "Bodyrock" — Moby
9 — "Anything For Love" — Reina
10 — "Heartbreaker" — Mariah Carey Featuring Jay Z

Melinda McSparrin has been a DJfor the past 18 years. She has
worked as the original DJ at the Pendulum and most recently WKRB.
IN THE MIX
is sponsored by
1569 Union Ave
(901) 274—2287
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Memphian Tony B.
Robinson will be sign—
ing
his
book,
Shadeauxbox, at Afro—
Books in Southland
Mall Sunday, Oct. 3,
from 4 to 6 p.m.
Robinson describes
this book of poetry and
illustrations as "works
of light and darkness
all found within."
This book signing is
sponsored by Cross—
roads and Brothers
United of Memphis.

Tony B. Robinson
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Been Looking For Sales Leads
In All the Wrong Places?

DELIGCATESSEN
2098 LaSalle

Here‘s the Real Solution!

Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272—0022

Doing Business In
Memphis ‘99

p

le code

11,000+ Companies
25,000+ Contacts by Title

"I have utilized the data on a weekly basis...! attribute
$500,000 in new sales annually to Doing Business In
Memphis."
Sales Manager, Major Memphis Travel Agency
"What an unbelievable resource! I would highly recommend
it for persons in sales, marketing, or development."
Dir. of Development & PR, National Health Charity
Also on sale at the Mail Center at 1910 Madison
and Borders Book Store at 6685 Poplar Ave.
Delta

Consulting

Group

9201 .525.0552

Featuring Boar‘s Head meats & cheeses

7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday — Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday
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Ray, pictured, owns INZ & OUTZ with his
partner. Stop in and see the wide variety
of Pride merchandise and gifts.
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Brothers United of Memphis and Crossroads/Ororo —
Members stop to take a picture while helping with the HIV/
AIDS information table at N—Cognito last month. Pictured
are, from left, Anthony, Rafael, Bobby and Stan.

I asked God, "Would you still love me if I
were gay?"
God said, "I love you because YOU ARE."

Sunday: 11:00 a.m.
MWednesdéy: 7:00 p.m.
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s
$
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3430 Summer Ave.
Memphis, 320—93576
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Crossroads/Ororo held its first spiritual retreat recently. Pictured are,
front row from left, Orion, Andrew, Greg and James. Second row,
from left, Conrad, Tony, Anthony, Charles, Vanessa and Anthony.
Conrad and Andrew prepare ribs for
Crossroads/Ororo‘s first spiritual retreat held
at Pickwick State Park.

Crossroads/Ororo members and friends David,
Vanessa, Bobby, Sam, Michael, Anthony, Rodney
and Torean, hang out at the retreat.

Posing for the camera during a book signing are Charles,
Anthony, Vanessa, Mike, Waldon, David, Derek, Orion, Fenwick,
Corey, Conrad and Anthony.

Crossroads/Ororo recently held a fundraiser party jam. Here the
party committee is receiving a $100 check from Leroy Hardaway‘s
Body Shop. Pictured are, from left, Orion, Anthony, Leroy, Mike
and Anthony.
:

—
Anthony, left, and Conrad pose
during Conrad‘s book signing.

‘Bi‘

(Editor‘s Note: Due to thefact that Monday, Oct. 11, is Na—
tional Coming Out Day, Family & Friends chose to share some
young bi—sexuals‘ views on coming out with our readers.)
What does it mean to be bisexual?
"Being bisexual means we have the potential to be at—
tracted to either sex. Some bisexuals, like myself, may be
attracted to each sex in a different way, but the basic prin—
ciple is that we are capable of loving either sex."
f
— Mikey, 14
"You might find that you like both sexes equally, or yo
might like one sex more than the other. It depends on you."
— Irene, 19
| XA J
How do I know I am bisexual?
"There is a lot of confusion at first. Our society teaches
us that we can only be one way or the other. We‘re also told
that bisexuality is a stage or a phase, and one doesn‘t stay
there for very long. But through the confusion you‘ll know
you‘re bisexual as surely as your pal knows she‘s straight
and your other pal knows he‘s gay."
— Eric, 24
"I always knew I was attracted to women, but I felt a
pull towards men as well."
— Suzanne, 17
Determining our sexuality can be very confusing. There
is often a lot of pressure on teenagers to choose "one or the
other," being heterosexual or being lesbian or gay. You
might feel that you do not fit either of these categories. You
may notice that you are turned on or have sexual feelings
about your own and other genders. These feelings may in—
dicate that you are bisexual. Keep in mind, however, you
do not have to "prove" you are bisexual, and there is no
"test" of bisexuality.
eeo
Am I normal?
""You are normal. Your sexuality is just another part of
what makes each person an individual."
— Scott, 16
""Absolutely. Being bisexual is very natural to me. It‘s a
part of who I am. How can loving people be unnatural?"
— Heather, 20
d
oeo
What is it like to be a young bisexual?
"I find a lot of pressure in my sexuality. It‘s a natural
part of me, and not hiding or changing it gives me a real
sense of freedom to be myself."
— Yvette, 24

Mind
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"It is very hard to be a bisexual youth. Most people don‘t
give us kids enough credit — they think weare too young
to know, or that we are going through a phase."
— Todd, 20
eoo
Who should I tell?
"It‘s a good idea not to come out until you are com—
fortable with it. Don‘t do it because you feel you must,
because people are pressuring you or because you want
to be cool and make an impression. Come to think of it,
those are good reasons not to stay in the closet, too. Just
take it at your own pace. This isn‘t about other people,
only you."
— Steven, 20
"I find coming out less difficult the more you do it. The
first time is really hard, but it gets easier. It also is very
liberating."
— Maia, 20
"The first person I told I was bisexual was a new boy—
friend. I wanted to be completely honest with him about
myself and let him get to know the real me. I told him, ‘I
fell in love with a woman once.‘ He smiled and said, ‘What
a coincidence. Me, too.""
— Tess, 25
Only tell others when you feel you are ready. Sometimes
it might be easier to talk about your sexuality with some—
one you know will understand,; such as a guidance coun—
selor, a trusting adult, hot—line operator, through the Internet
or at youth groups.
ooo
What about sex?
"It‘s best to be smart about sex, whether you‘re straight,
gay or bi. Don‘t let yourself get hurt, emotionally or physi—
cally."
— Tess, 25
"I let sensual cuddling, hugging and kissing be all for
now. Later I can explore other things."
— Scott, 16
ooo
How do we learn to like ourselves?
"Know that you are special, but not an anomaly. Sur—
round yourself with supportive people."
— Maia, 20
"The only way you will like yourself is to be yourself.
Don‘t let other people‘s bigotry make you feel bad about
who you are."
— Scott, 16

Your Turn
from page 22
I invite the editorial staff of Family & Friends to spend a
day or two with us to witness first—hand the intensity of
our work situation and the fairness with which we treat all
who apply for adoptions. We willingly accept a work envi—
ronment which sometimes puts us under terrific stress.
When you care about animals as much as we do, you begin
to admire their capacity for unconditional, non—judgmen—
tal love. The way we see it, the animals don‘t care a fig if
you are gay or straight, so neither does the Memphis Hu—
mane Society, and neither do I.
Sincerely,
John Derby
Executive Director, Memphis Humane Society

Neighbor
from page 23

Dabbles

prepares

for cut—a—thon
"A Hair Raising Event" will be going on at Dabbles
Hair Company, 19 North Cooper, on Sunday, Oct. 24,
from 1 to 5 p.m. Get your hair cut and help out The
Dream Factory Inc. at the same time.
Stylists will be donating their time and tips
as they cut hair to raise money for this organi—
zation that grants wishes to local children who
are terminally ill.
And to entertain you while you wait or just hang
out, music will be provided by The Dempseys, play—
ing classic Rock—a—Billy.
Also, you can register to win an 18—speed moun—
tain bike now through Oct. 24 at Dabbles.
Dabbles is handicapped accessible. For more in—
formation call (901) 725—0521.

I long for a society that is diverse yet unified on shared
over—arching principles of human dignity, respect for one
another and responsibility for community. That all may be
too idealistic and altruistic. Nonetheless, I want to get as
close to those dreams as possible. As more and more people
practice coming out or truth telling, our families and com—
munities will learn to embrace the fullness of being human.
Coming out is discovering that God made us multi—faceted
as spiritual beings, physical beings and sexual beings.
Through coming out I have learned God does have a rela—
tionship with me because I am gay. Simply because I am.

HOME

IMPROVEMENTS
By J. Michael Barnard
WE DO ORDINARY JoBs
EXTRAORDINARILY WELL

Need

someone

to
CARPENTRY, SHEETROCK,

talk to?

LICENSED ELECTRICAL, CUSTOM
CERAMIC TILE, FENCES, DECKS,
PLUMBING, PAINTING

Memphis Area Gay Youth
ALL WORK GUARANTEED — LICENSED
Peer support

FREE ESTIMATES

& discussion group
901—835—4015
(901) 335—MAGY
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Glenda and Marsha take a
break from washing cars.
Tracy sprays off a car d
carwash at One More.
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Hard at work are Tom, left, and Sparkly
Plenty. They helped wash cars during a
recent carwash/fundraiser.
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Sparkle Plenty

TuReal works hard for the money during
a show at One More.

Miss One More "Tammie"
assists with the carwash.
B.J. poses for the camera.

Who are these two beauties?
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Browne

In a typical year, October brings autumn colors to the
Mid—South. I am often times asked about my favorite tree
for fall color. Without a doubt the Black Gum or Black Tu—
pelo, Nyssa sylvatica, with its month—long scarlet display
is at the top of my list. This tree is very slow to establish
because of a taproot. Start with a young tree for best suc—
cess. It prefers moist, well—drained soils and responds to
water and fertilizer during the growing season. One of the
finest examples of this tree in a suburban setting is on the
north side of Walnut Grove Road between White Station
and Oak Grove. I enjoy this tree at least twice a day.
Another tree that I might add to my landscape for
fall color is the white oak, Quercus alba. Somewhat
difficult to locate in the nursery trade, this tree was
heavily "harvested" by the lumber industry for use as
whiskey barrels, wine casks, hardwood flooring and
furniture. It is now sparse in the wild, has beautiful
whitish bark and gives one of the best displays of au—
tumn color — a rich dazzling burgundy glow. I ran
across one of these mighty trees while judging the
Commercial Appeal‘s Garden of the Year competition.
It‘s a real prize itself.
Fall is the ideal time to plant trees, shrubs and perenni—
als in the south. Despite freezing temperatures as early as
October 20 in the Memphis area, the soil temperature re—
mains warm for another few months and root development
continues. Trees and shrubs added to the garden at this time
will have a more established root system and thus are bet—
ter adapted to handle the potential drought and heat of
next summer.
Other garden activities that await your attention:
* If holiday flowers are desired on your Amaryllis, stop
watering them early this month. With container—grown
Amaryllis, turn the pot on its side. If planted in the ground,
dig it up and allow it to dry out.
* Sow cool season crops early in the month like mus—
tard and turnip greens, lettuce, cilantro, radishes, tur—
nips or chives.
* Over—seed fescue lawns early in the month to fill in
thin areas in your shady turf. Keep the seeds well watered
until young thin blades of grass begin to appear.
* Add garden chrysanthemums to your garden for
fall color.
* Looking for plants that will grow in wet conditions?
Consider Itea virginica ‘Henry‘s Garnet‘ with its exceptional
garnet—red fall color. Other plants for wet areas are Acorus

graminea, Louisiana and Japanese irises, hardy Hibiscus,
southern Magnolia, Sauruus cernuus — lizard‘s tail, Cyrilla
racemiflora — leatherwood, the willows, bald and pond
cypress, and the dwarf Equisetum or horsetail.
* Ornamental cabbage and kale are beautiful, but iffy in
our climate. Enjoy them during the fall months. If they come
back next spring, then you have a bonus.
* Pansies are great for containers and to border the
flowerbed for fall and early spring color. They have a
higher winter survival rate than the ornamental cab—
bage and kale, but be prepared to replace them if needed
in the spring.
* With the cool nights, annual plantings look the best
they have looked all season.
* Apply a winterizing fertilizer on Bermuda or
zoysia lawns.
* Use a Diazinon soil drench on those houseplants that
have spent the summer outdoors on the deck or under a
tree. This treatment will handle any ants that have moved
into the containers.
* Consider using an oil spray like Wilt—pruf on foliage
plants that are coming indoors for the winter months. Most
houseplants do not like night temperatures below 50 de—
grees, especially Dieffenbachia and Chinese Evergreens.
Jim Browne, Director of Public Relations for the Memphis
Botanic Garden, writes the "Gardener‘s Checklist" for the Com—
mercial Appeal‘s Home and Garden section. He co—hosts "In
the Garden with Jim Browne and Vador Vance" on AM 600
WREC from 8 to 10 am. His e—mail address at the Memphis
Botanic Garden is jamerbro@memphis.magibox.net
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Every morning and afternoon in every community in
America, children bound off to and come home from school.
Some walk and some get a lift from parents or friends. But
more than 23 million other kindergarten through high
school age children ride a school bus to and from a day of
learning, discovery and socializing.
In fact, approximately 440,000 school buses travel about
4.3 billion miles each year, transporting 54 percent of all K—
12 students — our nation‘s most precious cargo.
Despite the fact that school buses
offer one of the safest
forms of transportation
in the country, about
8,500 children are in—
jured every year in
school buses, according
to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Adminis—
tration (NHTSA). The
overwhelming majority of those in—
juries are minor, but nearly 900 are con—
sidered moderate and another 350 are seri—
ous or critical.
Unfortunately, about 35 children die each
year while riding, boarding or exiting a school bus.
"Some of our biggest concerns involve out youngest
children — kindergartners and first—graders — who may be
venturing out into traffic for the first time and are unaware
of the basic rules," wrote Ronald W. Kosh in Car & Travel
magazine. "Half of the school—age children who died were
five to seven years old, and nearly two—thirds of the fatali—
ties happened on the way home."
These tragedies do not have to happen, and the means
are available to all of us — children, parents, school bus driv—
ers, bus manufacturers and motorists — to eliminate them.
Here, then, are a number of school bus safety tips for
children, parents and motorists:
Safety Tips for Students and Parents:
* Wait for an oncoming bus in an orderly manner and be
on time.
* Make sure the bus comes to a complete stop before
approaching it.
* Never — ever — walk behind the bus. The driver very

school

bus

safety

likely will not be aware that you are there. Always make
sure that the bus driver can see you.
* Stay in your seat while the bus is moving.
* When crossing the street in front of the bus, make sure
that you are at least 10 feet in frontof the bus and make eye
contact with the driver. With small children, it‘s critical that
the driver be able to see them.
* If you drop something around the bus, never lean down
to retrieve it or otherwise bend down near or under the
bus. The driver will not be able to see you.
* Make sure that loose clothing, drawstrings or back—
packs do not become entangled in handrails or
other parts of the bus. Several children
have been severely injured when such
items became tangled in the bus and
they were dragged.
Safety Tips for Motorists:
* Red flashing lights on a
school bus mean that ALL
vehicles, whether ap—
proaching from the front
or rear of the bus, must
stop. There are varia—
tions of this law de—
pending on local or
state ordinances.
* Amber—colored
warning lights are used by
school bus drivers to warn motorists of their intention to
stop and load or unload children.
* Be particularly careful where children are waiting at a
bus stop or otherwise congregating.
Children, of course, are prone to do things that adults
find dangerous or unreasonable. But just a few basic tips
like the ones above — for both children and adults — can
help prevent the school bus—related tragedies that occur
every year.
For more health and safety information and tips, please
visit the American Trial Lawyers Association‘s "Keep Our
Families Safe" website at http: / / familysafety.atla.org.
Mark S. Mandell, president of the Association of Trial lawyers
ofAmerica, is a partner in the Providence, R.1., lawfirm ofMandell,
Schwartz & Boisclair. Lee Jeffrey Bloomfield, president of the Ten—
nessee Trial Lawyers Association, is a partner in the Memphis law
firm ofAllen, Godwin, Morris, Laurenzi & Bloomfield.
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Zoo offers Halloween fun
Zoo Boo is set for Oct. 22—24 at the Memphis Zoo.
"De—fright—ful" fun at the Memphis Zoo is guaranteed
with a haunted house, a Not—So—Scary Boo House, face—
painting, spooky arts and crafts and costume contests. A
terror train, spooky Once Upon a Farm, eerie Animals of
the Night and the creepy Reptile House give a "hauntastic‘

Museum offers animal hunt
First and second grade children can learn up—close about
bats, owls and spiders at the Memphis Pink Palace Mu—
seum, 3050 Central Avenue, on Saturday, Oct. 30, from 1 to
3 p.m. Kids can find the bats hanging in a tree as they go on
a trick or treat animal hunt through the museum earning
Halloween "treats" with each discovery. Additionally, they
will make a creature craft to take home. The cost of this
workshop is $12 per child ($10 for museum system mem—
bers) and pre—registration is required. Call (901) 320—6362

for more information.
Kids to learn about bones
Third, fourth and fifth grade children are invited to the
Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue on
Oct. 30, from 1 to 3 p.m. for hands—on lab stations with real
bones and skeletons. After examining the cross section of a
bone up close and comparing different animal skeletons
with a human skeleton, they can put a skeleton together
again like a puzzle. The cost of this workshop is $12 per
child ($10 for museum system members) and pre—registra—
tion is required. Call (901) 320—6362 for more information.
Raindrops set at Lichterman
Raindrops are falling again! Lichterman Nature Center‘s
preschool program, "Raindrops," will be presented on Tues—
days in October. Parents and children should meet in the
Puddlejumpers area on Tuesday at 1 p.m. for crafts, hiking
and storytelling. The cost is $2 ($1 for museum system
members). Scheduled topics are "The Under World of Logs"
on Oct. 5; "Be A Turtle for a Day" on Oct. 12; "Color Our
World" on Oct. 19, and "Until We Meet Again" on Oct. 26.
For more information, call (901) 767—7322.
Teens can build self—esteem
Teens are invited to "I Am Special," a program to build self—
esteem, set for the North Branch Library, 1192 Vollintine on Thurs—
day, Oct. 14, at 3:30 p.m. For information, call (901) 276—6631.

experience. And more thrills and chills await you at Zoo
Boo with more trick—or—treat stops, scarecrow making and
the Little Beauty Shop of Horrors. Advance tickets are $10
each ($8 for members) and $12 on the day of the event.
Children under two get in free. For more information call
(901) 725—3400.

Museum to host Pumpkin Patch
"Pumpkin Patch: Halloween Without Howls" will be held
at The Children‘s Museum of Memphis, 2525 Central Avenue.
Kids are invited to Autumn Atrium where they can weigh
and measure different sized pumpkins and decorate treat bags.
In the Weird Science Lab, children will conduct experiments
with static electricity and magnets. At Spider Station, they will
try to navigate through a giant spider web and create a jump—
ing spider to take home. Cost is $4 per person ($2 for mem—
bers). Call (901) 458—2678 for more information.

Celebrate Popcorn Month

Popcorn isn‘t just for eating! Celebrate National Popcorn
Month by making a beautiful popcorn wreath at The
Children‘s Museum of Memphis, 2525 Central Avenue. Kids
can join in this hands—on workshop on Saturday, Oct. 16,
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Recycle Factory. Admission to
the museum is $4 for children (age 1—12) and seniors and
$5 for adults. Call (901) 458—2678 for more information.
Library offers experiments
Kids age six to 11 are invited to join in fun and easy sci—
ence experiments at the Whitehaven Branch of the Mem—
phis/Shelby County Public Libraries on Saturday, Oct. 9,
at 1 p.m. This branch is located at 4122 Barton. For more
information, call (901) 396—9700.

Library to offer pumpkin stories
Kids age four to seven can hear pumpkin stories and
bring their own pumpkin to decorate at the East Shelby
Branch of the libraries on Saturday, Oct. 23, at 11 a.m. Call
the branch, located at 7200 East Shelby Drive, for more in—
formation at (901) 751—7360.

—
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MBG to hold fall plant sale

Swing lessons to be offered

The Memphis Botanic Garden‘s Fall Plant Sale returns
on Saturday, Oct. 9, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fall is the ideal
time to add new plants to the garden. This plant sale fea—
tures plants grown by MBG volunteers and includes many
hard to find items which will be available on a first—come,
first—served basis.

The Meeman Center for Lifelong Learning at Rhodes
College, 2000 North Parkway, is offering swing dancing
lessons on Sunday, Oct. 10, from 4 to 6 p.m. and Thursday,
Oct. 21, from 7 to 9 p.m. Cost is $25 per session. The class
will be held in Aerobics Room 2 of the Byran Campus Life
Center. And, you don‘t need a partner, just come on any—
way. Call (901) 843—3965 for more information.

The fall sale will be staged in the main parking lot of the
Memphis Botanic Garden, located in Audubon Park. For
more information, please call (901) 685—1566, ext. 106.

Tour the autumn skies at Sharpe
The Sharpe Planetarium, located in the Pink Palace
Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, invites adults and children
to take a journey through the Autumn night sky during
this season‘s guided ‘tour of the stars, constellations and
planets. "Autumn Nights" will guide you through the
Milky Way, the Andromeda Galaxy, the Solar System and
many constellations. "Autumn Nights" is showing on Sat—
urdays and Sundays at 1:30 p.m., now through Dec. 19.
Admission is $3.50 for adults and $3 for seniors and chil—

Brown bag it at MBG
The Memphis Botanic Garden‘s Brown Bag Lunch Se—
ries invites you to "Meet the Experts" on Wednesday, Oct.
13, at noon. Featured will be Ronnie McCarty, Rick Pudwell
and Jim Browne. The cost for this event is $2 per person
and is held in the Goldsmith Civic Garden Center of the
Memphis Botanic Garden, 750 Cherry Rood in Audubon
Park. For more information, call (901) 685—1566.

Rhodes to offer wine class

dren (age 3—12). For more information call (901) 320—6320.

Study all about wines, from grapes to the bottle includ—
ing wine—tasting tips at Rhodes College‘s Meeman Center,
2000 North Parkway. This class will extend over seven

Docents are needed

Thursdays from Oct. 7 through Nov. 18, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Cost is $225. Call (901) 843—3965 for more information.

Interested in Memphis history? Fascinated by the
lifestyles of the 19th century? Become an expert on Mem—
phis‘ past by volunteering to be a docent at the Mallory—
Neely House or Magevney House. Training sessions will

Enjoy stargazing on the lawn

be held Saturday, Oct. 30, from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Mallory—
Neely House, 652 Adams Avenue. The sessions are open to
anyone over age 16 interested in history, culture and archi—
tecture. For more information, call (901) 523—1484.
UofM Museum to display works
The University of Memphis Art Museum will exhibit the
works of Michael Shaughnessy through Nov. 13.
Shaughnessy‘s sculptural medium is hay and his method
is to construct monumental installations with the help of
local volunteers. The work involves binding hay together
into bundles or weaving hay into twine and wooden
armatures. The work on display at UofM will be the result
of the cooperation of the artist and many volunteers on Sept.
28, 29 and 30. The art museumat the UofM is located in the
communication & fine arts building. It is open Monday
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is free.
For more information, call (901) 678—2224.

Join the Sharpe Planetarium staff as they stargaze on the
Pink Palace lawn. On Saturday, Oct. 16, telescopes will be
set up on the palace lawn for public viewing of the celestial
skies and a close—up of the waxing crescent moon. Admis—
sion is free and telescopes, binoculars, picnics and lawn
chairs are encouraged. Pets, radios and alcohol are not al—
lowed. The event will be canceled if cloudy. For more in—
formation, call (901) 320—6362.
Financial planning workshop set
Adults are invited to a free financial planning workshop
presented by Dean Witter on Monday, Oct. 4, at 7 p.m. at
the Poplar—White Station Library Branch, 5094 Poplar; on
Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 7 p.m. at the Parkway Village Branch,
4655 Knight Arnold; on Saturday, Oct. 9, at 2 p.m., at the
Bartlett Branch, 6382 Stage Road; on Tuesday, Oct. 12, at
6:30 p.m., at the Millington Branch, 4858 Navy Road, and
on Saturday, Oct. 16, at 3:30 p.m., at the Gaston Park Branch,
1040 South Third. Call the branches for more information.
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Lichterman to host
plant sale October 14
TheLichtermanNatureCenter, 1680 LynnfieldRoad,will
hold itsThirteenthAnnualFall PlantSaleand Preview Party
Thursday through Saturday, Oct. 14 to 16.
If you love to see things grow, you can find some great
nativewildflowers, annuals, perennials, shrubs and trees—
more than 300 kinds of plants at this sale.
The ThirteenthAnnual Fall Plant Sale kicks off with the
Preview Party on Thursday, Oct. 14, from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
Those attending will get first choice of the wide variety of
plants on sale. The party includes refreshments and reser—
vations are required. Tickets are $7.50 ($5 for Museum Sys—
tem members) ifbought by Oct. 12 and $10 thereafter.
The Fall PlantSale is tobe held Friday, Oct. 15, from9:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturday, Oct. 16, from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Admission is free.
For Preview Party reservations, call (901) 767—7322; for
information on available plants, call (901) 272—0812.
American Tuxedo
e Free Groom‘s
Tuxedo Program
e Over 100 Styles
Available
e 30% Off Wedding
Invitations
| e Open Evenings
and Sundays
e Best Place in
Town ...
Guaranteed!
4730 Riverdale
4722 Poplar Avenue
(next to Bronx
Wal—Mart)
from
(across
Bagel Bar)
901—753—8897 901—761—2848

OV E EFE
UFFALO
& CT O B E m 2 1 —
Rr OV I MBER 14
AMADCAPSCREWBALL COMEDY INTHECAROLBURNETTSLAPSTICKSTYLE.
THEATRE "T MEMPHIS
FOR
TICKETS
682—8323
SPONSORED
BY THE AND
COCHRANINFORMATION,
CORPORATION ANDCALL
FIRST AMERICAN
BANK

Stonewall Jackson‘s
Theatre Memphis‘ Little Theatre, 630 Perkins Extended,
is kicking off the 19992000 season with Stonewall Jackson‘s
House. This politically incorrect satire is directed by Tony
Horne, administrative director of Memphis Black Reper—
tory Theatre, and runs now through Sunday, Oct. 17. This
provocative and witty comedy paints a cynical picture of
what America has become and where it is going.
The action takes place in the house once lived in by
Stonewall Jackson in Lexington, Va., as well as in the re—
hearsal hall of a not—for—profit theater. A playwright has
created a funny but unsettling satire in which a young,
black, female tour guide at the end of her rope, decides
that becoming a slave to a rich white couple will solve
her problems. The play around the play is every bit as
unsettling, focusing on the political orthodoxy of mod—
ern theater, touching on issues of race, affirmative ac—
tion, public funding of the arts, the culture of victimiza—
tion, the L.A. riots, Louis Farrakhan and McCarthyism.
In addition to confronting racism in this country, the play
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also focuses on suppression of thought and language
considered to be racist.

"A Hair Raising Event!"
Cu

DABBLEG
presents a
CUT—A—THON
sUNDAY, OCT. 24
1pm — 5pm
$10 Hair—cuts

19 N. COOPER — 725—052 1 + MEMPHIS, TN

House

to

be

staged

Playwright Jonathan Reynolds touches on "freedom
from speech," suppression of conversation about race,
and self—censorship that is evident in all the arts, es—
pecially theater.
Florence Johnson, a Memphis civil rights attorney, stars
in the dual roles of LaWanda Gayle, the black tour guide
with an attitude, and Tracy Munson, an upper—middle—class
graduate student in theater. Johnson brings to the role her
own personal and professional perspective on racial issues.
Johnson last appeared at TM‘s Little Theatre in Little Shop
of Horrors.
Other members of the cast include Ron Gephart as
Barney Goshen, a gentleman farmer from Ohio married to
Del, his exceptionally pleasant wife played by Louise Levin.
Jody Koster plays bait salesman Junior Nuckolls from the
Deep South, and Megan Jones plays his redneck wife, Mag.
Showtimes are Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays and Sat—
urdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m.
Admission is $9 for adults and $8 for youth. For tickets
or information, call the Memphis Little Theatre Box Office
at (901) 682—8323.

show It‘s

The University of Memphis Students for Bisexual, Gay
and Lesbian Awareness (BGALA), Memphis Area Gay
Youth (MAGY) and the Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Jus—
tice (LGC]) will present the documentary It‘s Elementary:
Talking About Gay Issues In School on Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 7
p.m. The public is invited and admission is free.
It‘s Elementary is produced by Helen Cohen and directed
by Academy Award—winner Debra Chasnoff. The film re—
ceived the 1997 GLAAD Media Award for Outstanding
Documentary. This film documents the teaching of students
in six different schools across the country, both public and
private, about sensitivity to those that have different sexual
orientations. It addresses ways educators can talk about
gay and lesbian issues with their students in age—appropri—
ate ways and help children understand the importance of
diversity and acceptance.
After the viewing of the movie, a panel discussion will
be held to address the allowance of a diversity curriculum
in the Memphis City Schools. The panel will consist of
Wendy C. Naumann, Ph.D., assistant professor at the UofM
in the school psychology program; a MAGY member and
their parent, and a Memphis City School board member.
The panel discussion is to begin at 8:45 p.m.
The movie will be viewed in the psychology auditorium

Karen Shea
Financial Consultant

of The University of Memphis. The psychology auditorium
is located on Norriswood, one street south of Central Av—
enue, behind UofM‘s parking garage.

MLGCJ to hold sale
As part of its ongoing
fundraising campaign,
the Memphis Lesbian
and Gay Coalition for
Justice will hold a multi—
family rummage sale in
the parking lot of Holy
Trinity Church, 3430
Summer Avenue. on Sat—
urday, Oct. 16, from 8
a.m. till noon.

hos

Available as

Estate Planning

Porakerfor‘clubs/

IRAs and Pension Plans
Annuities and Money Management

organizations

1661 International Drive, Suite 200
Memphis, TN 38120
(901) 818—4134 or (800) 227—4146

CHICKASAW

Mutual Funds

U of M

Stocks
Bonds

MID TOWN

Available for sale will
be computer items, fur—
niture, a large selection
of both adult and
children‘s clothes and
various odds and ends
from attics all over the
Memphis area.
For donations or
information, call
(901) 327—2677.

HARBOR TOWN

Broker, Owner, MBA
« Moore Service
« Moore Experience, 15 years
« Moore Memphis Market Knowledge
—» Moore Computer Technology
« Moore Representation!

377—1057

REALTOR®
MLS

SALOMONSMITH BARNEY
Amember of atigroup)"
Salomon Smith Barney is a service mark of Salomon Smith Barney Inc.
©1999 Salomon Smith Barney Inc. Member SIPC
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WEB SITE hitp://members.aol.com/gmx
¥
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Nile NAA NERC

BGALA to

HIGHPOINT

UofM‘s
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your Entertainment Books

Ever wanted one of those Entertainment Books but didn‘t
know how to get one? You know, the one loaded with two—
for—one coupons to all kinds of places to dine or drive—
through, not to mention theatre, movies, sports and much
more. And of course the "card" that lets you enjoy fine din—
ing at many of our city‘s best restaurants at up to half off.
Well, Friends for Life AIDS Resource Center has them
for you. FFL is selling Entertainment 2000 books for $30
each. The proceeds, $6 per book sold, will be used by the
FFL Food Pantry to purchase personal hygiene products
for folks living with HIV/ AIDS.
Ideally, FFL would like to be able to supply each client
with a monthly bag that will contain toilet tissue, paper
towels, toothpaste, dish washing liquid, laundry detergent
and bar soap.
Entertainment 2000 Books can be used from Dec. 1, 1999,
through Dec. 1, 2000. And, Entertainment 2000 Books are
great Christmas gifts! Out of town books are available for
cities all across the US. FFL will be selling Entertainment
2000 books through Dec. 31.

from

FFL

Madison; Cosmic Closet, 2093 Madison in Overton Square;
Dabbles Hair Company, 19 North Cooper, and St. John‘s
United Methodist Church, 1207 Peabody. You may also pur—
chase the books from members of Integrity and Mystic
Krewe of Memphis United.
Call Friends for Life at (901) 272—0855 for more information.

HIV support group to meet
Positive Living Under Stress is a weekly support
group for gay and bisexual men living with HIV.
The group meets on Mondays at Friends For Life,
1384 Madison Ave., and is open to gay and bisexual
men who are HIV positive.
To join the group one must first become a client
of Friends For Life and be able to provide proof of
HIV status.
For meeting times and information call Michael at
Friends For Life, (901) 272—0855.

The books may be purchased at Friends For Life, 1384
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Playhouse to stage

Mystery of Irma

The

Vep

The Mystery of Irma Vep will be on stage at Playhouse on
the Square, 51 South Cooper, Oct. 8 to 30.
The American obsession with horror has always been a
part of our culture; so to has the lampooning ofit. The Mystery
ofIrma Vep brings the two together with great success by spoof—
ing such classics as Rebecca, The Mummy‘s Curse and Dracula.
The Mystery of Irma Vep
unfolds in an old English
Manor, Manacrest. The mas—
ter of the house, Egyptologist
Lord Edgar Hill¢rest, has re—
cently remarried after the
mysterious death of his first
wife, Irma Vep. The butler oc—
casionally
becomes
a
werewolf while Lord Edgar
obsesses about a mysterious
mummy, Pev Amri (Irma Vep
spelled backwards).
This play, written by
nn Marie Hall and Mark
Charles Ludlam and directed
Chambers in The Mystery
by Scott Ferguson, is unique
of Irma Vep.
because the same two actors,
Mark Chambers and Ann
Marie Hall, play all eight characters.
Showtimes for The Mystery of Irma Vep, which is spon—
sored by Dabbles Hair Company, are Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Pay—What—You—
Can—Night will be Wednesday, Oct. 13, at 8 p.m.
For tickets or more information, call the Playhouse Box

%, Office at (901) 726—4656.

ZFE'W a
A Place At The Table
raises needed funds
A Place At The Table was held Saturday, Sept. 18,
at the Memphis Botanic Gardens. This was the third
annual benefit for Aloysius Home Inc.
Some guests arrived at A Place At The Table for
dessert after having already dined with friends either
in homes or at restaurants. Guests danced alongwith
music provided byThe Bouffants, TheNew Memphis
Hepcats and Roy Brewer & Friends.
According to Butch Valentine, "Jillions of guests"
made donations and/or purchased items through the
silent auction. A total of $120,000 was raised for
Aloysius Home Inc.
Since 1995, Aloysius Home has provided support—
ive housing for people living with HIV/AIDS. It is
the only facility in the Mid—South that provides per—
manent supportive housing for persons with HIV/
AIDS and provides for the daily needs of these indi—
viduals to maximize their quality of life.
This event also is the first held under the new
merged entity of Friends For Life Corp. (Aloysius
Home—Aids Resource Center). The merger between
Friends for Life and Aloysius Homes Inc. was final—
ized Sept. 2.

Largest Champagne
Sunday Brunch
in Memphis

INZ

&

DILIMZ

CARDS AND GIFTS
553 S. COOPER « MEMPHIS, TN 38104
me
(901) 728—6535
GIFTS + PRIDE GEAR —
CARDS « JEWELRY —
BOOKS « POSTERS » PRIDE
FLAGS e VIDEOS/CDS

onday — Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, 1 to 6 p.m.

BOURBON
STREET
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Visit "Anything Goes" Gazebo Bar
French Quarter Suites
2144 Madison Avenue
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Episéopal to hold healing service
The11thAnnualEcumenicalServiceofPrayerandHeal—10, will
be thetheprogram.
featured soloist. A reception will immediately
inginaTimeofHIV/AIDSwillbeheldonSunday,Oct.
follow
atStreet6 p.m.andatAdams
CalvaryAvenue
Episcopal
Church, located
at Second offeringwill
There is nobecosttaken,to attend
themoneycollected
service, however,beinga love
in
downtown
Memphis.
with
the
do—
The
service
is
for
everyone
because
the
impact
of
the
nated
to
LovingArms.
HIV/AIDSThepandemic
has touched
everyonsegment
of and
our Anurserywillbeavailableand theentireservicewillbe
society.
service
includes
the
laying
of
hands
prayersforhealingofallpeopleaffectedbyHIVandAIDS,
including
people
living with HIV/AIDS, their caregivers,
families
and
friends.
Thearea
ecumenical
nature
of this servicefrom
allowsthroughout
clergy of
many
churches
and
denominations
Memphis
to participate
indesigned
the service.by local artisan David
A
"fabric
sculpture,"
Johnson,
will hangofOctober.Thisdramatic,
in the sanctuary of Calvary
Church
duringthemonth
stenciled
fab—
richanging,drapedthroughthedecorativesupportsinthe
church‘sceiling,isJohnson‘stributetothosewhohavelived
andReverendJohnGlaze,pastorofGoldenUnitedMethod—
died during theAIDS epidemic.
istChurchand chairmanoftheAfrican—AmericanPastors‘
Consortium,willdeliverthesermon.SingerNaomiMoody
Calvary

Slgned for the hearing—impaired. Calvary Episcopal Church
is handicapped accessible.
For more information, please call (901) 525—6602.
Correction

In the September issue of Family & Friends, one of the
photos that appeared in the Family Album was incorrectly
identified as having been taken at Amnesia.
The photo of Chad and Andrew on page 26 was taken
at Backstreet Memphis.
Family & Friends apologizes for the error and regrets any
inconvenience it may have caused.
ADVERTISE NOW
CALL

Carwash for
Loving Arms
Raised 91,000

(901) 682—2669

CIRCUIT PLAYHOUSE

Old

THANKS
Glenda & Marsha
TNT Painting
Sparkle Plenty
Tom & Trent
Floyd & Gene
B.J. & Fran
Special Thanks
Miss One More "Tammie"
Tracy Clark

Wicked

Songs

Sept.24

Oct. 24

Tickets
126—4656
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\
Billy

Ray

Cyrus

to

perform

Billy Ray Cyrus and his "achy, breaky heart" will line—
dance their way into the Gold Strike Casino Resort‘s Mil—
lennium Theatre Friday, Oct. 8, at 9 p.m.
Born in Flatwoods, Ky., on Aug. 25, 1961, Cyrus became
a big baseball fan as he grew up, so much so that he ini—
tially intended to become another Johnny Bench. While at—
tending Georgetown College on a baseball scholarship,
Cyrus bought a guitar and decided immediately that ath—
letics wasn‘t the right direction for his life.
Soon after his guitar purchase, Cyrus formed a band,
Sly Dog, with his brother and gave himself a 10—month
deadline for finding a place to play. One week prior to
the cut—off date, the group went to work as the house
band for a club in Ironton, Ohio, where they remained
for two years.
In 1984, a fire destroyed the bar where the band played.
With his equipment gone, Cyrus moved west to Los Ange—
les, but quickly returned to Kentucky.
He was commuting back and forth to Nashville on a
regular basis when Grand Ole Opry star Del Reeves got
Mercury Records to notice Cyrus. Soon, he was signed to
his first record deal in 1990. Two short years later, Cyrus

Gold

at

released his debut album,
Some Gave All, which in—

Strike
A

an
)

cluded the chart—topping
single "Achy, Breaky
Heart," which sold more

A

than nine million copies
and spent 17 weeks on
the top of the pop charts.
Other albums followed,
including the platinum It
Won‘t Be The Last in 1993,
the gold Storm In The
Heartland in 1994, Trail of
Tears in 1996 and Shot Full
Of Love in 1998.
Tickets to see Cyrus are
$35 and are available at the
Millennium Theatre Box
Office, (888) 24K—PLAY, or
by calling or visiting any
TicketMaster outlet.

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
2006 MADISON
AVENUE
IF YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN APHRODITE

MEMPHIS, TN

PERFORM, COME ON DOWN AND HAVE
SOME FUN AND LAUGHS WITH US

/ (901) 726—1873

l

2117 Peabody
Memphis, TN
_
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$4 BEER
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CHICKEN TENDERS
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Benefitti
Also, Please Help With Sundrie Items, Paper Goods & Cash Donations
Every Little Bit Helps! Thank You!!!!

MAMEWERN
YOU‘LL NEVER KNOW WHAT‘S
HAPPENINCZZZ?
Come Down & Check It Out

2117 Peabody
Memphis, TN
901—278—MORE

Claybrook
* Amnesia, 2866 Poplar
:* Backstreet, 2018 Court St. _
* Crossroads, 1278 Jefferson
& e J—Wag‘s, 1268 Madison
* Lorenze, 1528 Madison
* Madison Flame, 1588 Madison
* N—Cognito, 338 S. Front
* OneMore, 2117 Peabody _
—*Pipeline Memphis, 1382 Poplar f
* The Jungle, 1474 Madison
* The Other Side, Jackson, Tenn
* Rumors, Tupelo, Miss.
_oJack-n-Jlll’s, Jackson, Miss.
_»Jack‘s Construction Site, Jackson, Miss.
& Crossroads, Meridian, Miss. .
«501 Club, 111 N.

* Backstreet, Little Rock, Ark.
_BOOKSTORES & LIBRARIES
_»Barnes & Noble Booksellers, Wolfchase Ga ria
* Barnes & Noble Booksellers, Winchester __
* Borders Books & Music, 6685 Poplar Ave.
* Davis—Kidd Bookseller & Cafe, 387 Perkins Extd.
* Deliberate Literate, 1997 Union Ave. _
M
e emphis Main Public Library, 1850 Peabody ,

THEATRES
* Circuit Playhouse, 1705 Poplar Ave. _ s
* Playhouse on the Square, 51 S Cooper
* Theatreworks, 2085 Monroe Ave.

"I have this huge family that‘s been decimated by alco—
holism and drugs and violence and I‘m their role model.
Because I live in California and have a mortgage. Because
I‘ve been on television and I kissed Angelica Huston. It‘s
about as much as any of them can imagine being a triumph.
... If I‘d taken up with a gospel band or rock and roll, I‘d
make a whole lot more sense to my family. But to write
books. ... I‘d come home with books and they‘d stare at me
like I was crazy. That was the thing most queer about me."
—Author Dorothy Allison to Boston‘s Bay Windows,June 10.
"We have a gay pride day celebration in Naples, but it
consists of two or three floats on lawn mowers going around
the parking lot of the one gay bar in town."
—John Kossenyans of Naples, Fla., while watching the
San Francisco gay pride parade, as quoted in the San Fran—
cisco Chronicle, June 28.
I‘ve never regretted anything I‘ve said, even the stuff
about being a male prostitute. I‘m not ashamed of it. It was
necessary for me at that time in my life. I was going for a
career in acting, but I wasn‘t completely successful. So, I
became a male escort."
—Gay actor Rupert Everett to Atlanta‘s Southern Voice,June 24.
"One of the earliest and most trenchantintimations I had
of my own homosexuality came while watching Tom Cruise
in the 1983, comedy Risky Business. I say this with a certain
amount of embarrassment — because who, after all, wants
to admit to being aroused, as a 10—year—old boy, at the sight
of a barely—post—pubescent—himself movie star dancing in
his snug white cotton underwear?"
— Christopher Kelly writing in Salon magazine, June 30.
"I‘m on constant guard [since my partner and I
adopted a baby], I‘m terrified I‘m going to turn into
Erma Bombeck, get really soft and lose that cynical,
bitter edge that people enjoy my writing for. I‘m vigi—
lant that I won‘t change. I‘ve very consciously not
written about the baby in my sex advice column. I
don‘t think it‘s an appropriate place. I‘ve always used
things out of my life and talked about my boyfriends.
My column is read by three—and—a—half million straight
people a week. They read it because it‘s about their
sex lives most of the time. Once in a while I‘ll talk
about ‘us‘ and trick them into reading something they
wouldn‘t read otherwise."
— Syndicated columnist Dan Savage in a July 5 inter—
view with Gay Parent magazine.

"I am very clear that a part of my personality is what
some people might call a bitch. And I am very comfortable
with that. I accept it both as a personality asset and as a
personality defect. And I think as I‘ve gotten more mature
— $500,000 worth of therapy later — I know when to be a
bitch and I know when not to be a bitch. I make a con—
scious decision about when I‘m gonna, you know, open up
the bitch tap and let the water run. It can be really effective
when I need it to. I‘ve gotten through to people who are far
more important than me by being, you know, a real bitch
to their staff on the telephone."
— Lesbian New York City Council member Christine
Quinn to the New York Observer, June 14.
"I can‘t work it out, but I‘ve always felt that mentally I
am in some bizarre way between the sexes, and that that
gives me insight into both sexes and all sexualities. This
belief of mine happens to annoy gay men immensely, inci—
dentally. As a child I didn‘t like being a girl. I was a small,
dowdy tomboy. I used to dress up in vaguely transsexual
costumes for parties. I guess some would call this a type of
gender dysphoria, but I don‘t know what it is."
"The drag queen has triumphed in the ‘90s. This has been
helped along by the fact that a very female style has become in
again — high heels and lipstick are back in, lipstick feminism is
in. The war between the drag queens and the feminists is over."
— Author Camille Paglia to London‘s Pink Paper, June 4.
"I was 13 when I saw two women kissing on screen in
the movie Personal Best. I don‘t think anybody saw it, but a
lightning bolt went through the theater. It took a movie to
help me realize what I was."
— Activist Chastity Bono in a speech at the Tucson, Ariz.,
Convention Center, June 10.
"As far as the gay community is concerned, I don‘t dif—
ferentiate that much personally between sexual preferences.
I know politically one has to maintain a sexual identity to
protect people that might be in a more vulnerable position,
but for me I don‘t really give a f*** ... I care about [people]
for their sense of humor or their kindness or their wit."
—Rocker Deborah Harry to the New York Blade News,June 4.

Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for
the gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than
200 gay publications. He has a B.A. in journalism from Drake
University, started his career as a radio reporter, and has written
extensivelyfor the mainstream media as well.
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Enjoying the festive night are, from left, Sam, Cynthia

.

Enjoying a night out in their PJs are, from left, Jo, Laura Lee
Love, Linda and Barbara.

Terry and Keith pose for the
camera while placing bids.

Pillow

and Margaret.

This was one of the many pillows that
were up for bid at the auction.

Sheila, right, poses
granddaughter, Leslie.

with

her

Volunteers Demetria, left, and Yvonne greeted guests as
Dressed in very original pajamas, made just for the they
arrived for the special auction.
occasion, are, from left, Terry, Den and Hal.
‘
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aking a break from the bidding are, from left, Ramona, Marion, Kim and Lee.
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Cooper Street Bar & Grill
948 South Cooper
(901) 272—9400
Sun., 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. (kitchen closes at midnight)
Mon., 11:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. (kitchen closes at midnight)
Tues.—Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 3 a.m.
(kitchen closes at 2 a.m.)

cuibe

Huey‘s—Midtown
1927 Madison
(901) 726—4372
Mon.—Sat., 11 a.m. till 2 a.m,
Sun. noon till 2 a.m.
In the Grove

The Chicago Steakhouse

2865 Walnut Grove
(901) 458—9955

Gold Strike Casino Resort — Tunica
(601) 357—1225
Sun. —Thurs., 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Sunday, 5 p.m. till 1 a.m.
Mon.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 1 a.m.
Fri.—Sat., 5 p.m.till 2 a.m.

Fri. & Sat., 5 p.m. to midnight
Reservations Suggested
Cafe Society
212 North Evergreen
(901) 722—2177
Lunch: Mon.—Fri., 11:30 a.m. till 2 p.m.
Dinner: Mon.—Sun., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m.
Reservations suggested

K.A. Karma
394 N. Watkins
(901) 276—5566
Mon.—Fri., 11 a.m. till 2 a.m.
Sat.—Sun., 4 p.m. till 2 a.m.

Molly Gonzales‘ La Casita Mexican Restaurant
2006 Madison Ave.

Hard Rock Cafe
315 Beale
(901) 529—0007
Open 11 a.m.—midnight, Sun.—Thurs., 11—1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
Cafe Ole‘
2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1504
Mon.—Thu., 11 a.m. till 10 p.m.
Fri., 11 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sat., 11:30 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sun., 11:30 a.m. till 10 p.m.

The Bourbon Street Cafe

(901) 726—1873
Lunch and Dinner: Mon.—Thur., 11 a.m. till 10 p.m.; Fri., 11 am.
till 11 p.m.; Sat., noon till 11 p.m., and Sun., noon till 10 p.m.
Neil‘s
1835 Madison Ave.
(901) 278—NEIL
Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m. seven days a week, year—round.
P & H Cafe
1532 Madison
(901) 726—0906
Closed Sun
Mon.—Sat., 11 a.m. till 3 a.m.

(In the French Quarter Suites)
2144 Madison

Bogie‘s Delicatessen

(901) 728—4000
Breakfast: Mon.—Sat., 7Zam—10am

2098 LaSalle Place (behind Paulette‘s)
(901) 272—0022

Champagne Brunch: Sun., 11:30 a.m. till 2 p.m.
Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m., and Fri. & Sat.,
5 p.m. till 11 p.m.

Mon.—Fri., 7 a.m. till 6 p.m.
Sat., 8 a.m. till 5 p.m.

%
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Pajama party

Page 49 f

raises funds for Loving Arms

On August 28, Family & Friends arrived at Harbor Land—
ing at Mud Island River Park to attend Loving Arms‘ "Pil—
low Talk" Pajama Party. Bravely leaving the car in our paja—

studio owns. Terry and Keith, owners of Blue Light Studio,
wanted to help out the community and chose Loving Arms
See Pillow Talk, page 50

mas and fuzzy slippers we made our way to the door. Was
this the right place? Did anyone else wear their pajamas?
What a relief. Everyone was casual, wearing their favor—
ite PJs. The wind blew a cool breeze off the Mississippi River
as the party—goers gazed at the yachts harbored below.
Inside the building, there was food to snack on, a cash
bar, music to dance to and 125 guys and girls milling about
having a great time. The Doris Day, Rock Hudson vintage
movie, Pillow Talk, played on TVs throughout the building.
Throughout the building, all kinds of pillows were dis—
played among beautiful pink roses and gorgeous flower ar—
rangements. The silent auction of the pillows went on for
most of the night. There was a pillow to fit any taste includ—
ing artistic, vintage, designer, Amish, chic, celebrity and more.
Included in the silent auction were two photos, one of a
young Elvis and one of his young wife, Priscilla. These truly
collectible photos, complete with letters of authenticity,
were sold to the highest bidder for $890. Blue Light Studio
printed these photos from the original negatives which the

ot
dba
Ve
1528 MADISON
(901) 274—8272
Sexplosion.com/lorenz
UPCOMING

EVENTS

Oct. 15
Ms. Lorenz On A Budget Contest
Oct. 29
Benefit for Friends for Life
Oct.
Halloween Costume Contest
Have You Had Lunch

at Lorenz?

Every Mon—Fri 11—4
Entree and any 2 veggies
$ 32:
Open
11 a.m. Monday — Saturday
Noon Sunday
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If the beer‘s starting to impair

Pillow Talk
from page 49

your game ...
to donate these photos to.

As the silent auction came to a close, the contestants in
the pajama contests stood before the crowd. The judges
made their decisions. Craziest PJs was awarded to Den for
his silver outfit and silver balls belt. The Most Glamorous
PJ award went to Karen for her black negligee. The Most

Think what it‘ll do to
your driving.

Original PJ award went to Terry for his hand—made origi—
nal china boy outfit with matching doll.
The Doris Day Look—Alike award went to Laura Lee Love
and Douglas won the Rock Hudson Look—Alike contest.
As people began to check to see if they were the high

DESIGNATE A DRIVER

bidder on their pillow of choice, door prizes were given
out to many lucky ones.
"Pillow Talk" Pajama Party, a fundraiser for Loving Arms
benefiting women and children infected /affected with
HIV / AIDS, brought in approximately $5,000 after expenses.
The building, food and liquor were all graciously donated
by the Mud Island Foundation. Nancy Bergeron of Bergeron
Florists did a wonderful job of decorating and donated all
the flowers and floral arrangements, some of which went
home with the PJ contest winners. Also, thanks to the host
of volunteers for all their hard work.
Family & Friends got some great shots, as seen on pages
46 and 47.
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From Downtown to Gast
and slightly beyond. no one does heal
state like Sowell # Company!

Call todayto speak to one of our 27 qualified agents!
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Tsarus Memphis
Levi—Leather club meets the

Backstreet
Amnesia

2018 Court Street

Memphis Area

2866 Poplar Ave

(901) 276—5522

(M.A¥.G.Y.)

(901) 454—1366

Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Sun.,

P

Closed Mon—Wed

8 p.m. to 3 a.m.

TN 38124

O

Box

Thur.—Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Fri. & Sat., 8 p.m. to 6 a.m.

Gay Youth

Saturday

of

every

month, 10 p.m., at Pipeline,

241852

Memphis

1382 Poplar Ave. Men only.

Parents Family and Friends

(901) 335—6249
Website:

http:/ /

www.gaymemphis.com /

Madison Flame

3rd

of

Lesbians

and

Gays

(PEL.A.G.)

501 Club
1588 Madison

(901) 761—1444

masy
111 North Claybrook
Peer support

(901) 278—9839

group

for

13—

(901) 274—8655
Mon.—Thur. 5 p.m. till 2 a.m.
Noon

till

3

a.m.

7

days

meetings

for

to 21—year—olds dealing with

ents, family & friends

gay and gender issues.

Webpage:

a

Fri & Sat 5 p.m. till 3a.m.

Support

week

par—

http:/ /

www.starbase21.com /

Sun. 4 p.m. till 2 a.m.
pflagmemphis/

Integrity Memphis
One More
Pipeline Memphis

2117 Peabody

1382 Poplar

(901) 278—MORE

(901) 726—5263

7 a.m. to 3 a.m. 7 days a week

2 p.m.—3a.m., 7 days a week

Meets at Calvary Episcopal

E—Mail:

Church

amdrake@mem.po.com

102

North

Second

Street

Memphis, TN 38103

U

(901) 525—6602
Christian community and
N—Cognito
fellowship

Crossroads

till

3

the

lesbian

&

gay

community

in

the

(901) 523—0599
Episcopal

(901) 276—8078
Noon

for

338 S. Front @ Vance

1278 Jefferson

Church.

Meets

Thur. & Fri. 10 p.m.—3:30 a.m.

a.m.

7

days

a

3rd

Tues

of

Every

Month

Sat. 10 p.m.—5 a.m.
at 6:30 p.m.

week

of

Sun. 4 p.m.—midnight

Pickin‘

Squares—

The Jungle
The Other Side Club

Students

Gay

and

for

Bi—

Lesbian

Awareness (B.G.A.L.A.)
Webpage:

http:/ /

www.people.memphis.edu/
~bgala/
BGALA

to

anyone

including students,

faculty,

staff
Cotton

M

sexual

is

open

of The

University

of

Memphis.

Memphis

1474 Madison
3883 Hwy 45 N

(901) 272—2116

(901) 278—4313
Jackson
3

p.m.

till

3

a.m.

7

days

TN

Black

(901) 668—3749

gether
p.m.,

at

Prescott

night
Fri.

5 p.m. fill 3 a.m.

and Sat. 7 p.m. till 3 a. m.
Let

Know

You

Think

Call

Us

Men

To—

Inc.

(BWMT)
Baptist Church
P O0 Box 42157 Memphis, TN
Walker

&

Mynders

(Near
38174—2157 * (901) 276—0168

University of Memphis)
A

gay multicultural

educa—

Square dancing social group.

Us

What

White

Memphis,

Memorial

week.
Sun. — Thur. 5 p.m. till mid—

and

Meets Thursday Nights, 7:30

a

tional,

social

and

political

organization.
J—Wag‘s

Memphis Bears

1268 Madison

PO Box 11094

(901) 725—1909

38111—1094

Open 24 hrs, 7 days a week

(901) 756—1073

Memphis TN
Bluff City Sports Association
P O Box 41803 Memphis, TN
38174—1803

(901) 682—2669

Meets

the 2nd

Sat of every
(901) 682—9928

Fax

Us

Lorenz

month,10:00

p.m.,

at

the
Organizes

(901) 685—2234

1528 Madison

1382

Poplar

gay

including

Men only.

Us

and volleyball.
Mon.—Sat. 11 a.m. till 3 a.m.,

FamilyMag@ aol.com
Sun. 9:30 a.m. till 3 a.m.

sports

Ave.
leagues

(901) 274—8272
E—Mail

Pipeline,

E—Mail: Fuzthing@aol.com

softball

October

1 999

MeMPuis

Mac

Amnesia

Guipe

Pipeline

2866 Poplar Avenue

1382 Poplar Avenue

(901) 454—1366

(901) 726—5263

Backstreet

NOT ON MAP

2018 Court Street

N—Cognito

(901) 276—5522
338 S. Front @ Vance
(901) 523—0599
Lorenz
1528 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—8272

Crossroads
1278 Jefferson

North

(901) 276—8078

The Jungle
1474 Madison Avenue
North

(901) 278—4313

Cleveland
501 Club

Watkins

111 North Claybrook

McNeil

Central Avenue

(901) 274—8655

J—Wags
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909

North Willett
Belvedere
McLean

1588 Madison Avenue
Maps not to
(901) 278—9839
scale, not all
streets shown
One More

Madison Avenue

Madison Flame

2117 Peabody Avenue

(901) 278—MORE
\

Circuit Playhouse to stage
A Pulitzer Prize—nominated play about the healing power
of art, Old Wicked Songs is being staged at Circuit Playhouse
now through Oct. 24.
This two—man show, written by Jon Marans, is a fasci—
nating exploration of compassion, religion, anti—Semitism,

Eric Jorgensen, left, and Dave Landis in Old Wicked Songs.

Emerald

Old

Wicked Songs

the search forProbing
identitythesecrets
and the oftheirJewishpast,ahead—
power of art to free thehu—
manspirit.
strong
American
piano
prodigywayandtoward
a world—weary
Aus—
trianvoice
teacher
inch
their
confrontation.
Stephen
Hoffman
travelshisto career
Viennaunder
to regain
his pas—
sion
for
music
and
rebuild
the
guidance
ofarenownedvirtuoso.
Hoffmanisdismayedtolearnthat
theartofvocalaccompaniment
teacher will not see him
until
he has first masteredaneld—the
fromJosephMashkan,
erly
German professor.
Disappointed
tobetoward
shuntedhisoffon
anmentorgetstherelationship
unknown
teacher, Hoffman‘s
attitude
new
offonanuneasyfooting.These
two prickly individuals
slowly
head towardof anSchumann‘s
inevitable
confrontation
through
the
exploration
Dichterliebe.Whattheylearn
from
themusicandfromeach
otherPlayhouse
forms theintern
backbone
of
this
powerful
drama.
Eric
Jorgensen
plays
Hoffman
and
Playhouse
Company
member
Dave
Landis,
recently
seen
in Cabaret
and forTheOldLastWicked
Night ofBallyhoo,
plays Mashkan.
Showtimes
Songs
are
Fridays
and Satur—
daysForat8morep.m.information
and Sundayandafternoons
at2
p.m.
tickets, call the Circuit Play—
houseBox Office at (901) 726—4656.
ompany
presents

Theatre

ROMEO ROMEO
written by Den—Nickolas Smith
THEATREWORKS
November 5 — 7 & 12 — 14 1999
$10.00 adults All Shows 8:00 p.m. 722—9302 Reservations
a new romantic thriller with a Shakespearean twist ...

Ornamental Metal Museum

to host October Repair Days

C@ctober 14

—

30

Theatreworks
26085 Monroe Ave.

call

725—20460

for reservations
6 Information

Fastest

"We fix anything but cats, cars and
broken hearts!"

be on display and da Silva will be one
of those working outside.

The National Ornamental Metal
Museum will be holding Repair Days
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Oct.
15, 16 and 17, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Services include soldering and
welding, dent removal, retinning

in the Smithy and on the grounds at
374 Metal Museum Drive. Metal
Museum Drive is the last exit off I—55
before the old bridge.
The public is invited to bring any
object made of metal for repair. Esti—
mates are free and admission to the
museum is free with a repair receipt.
Bring a picnic lunch and enjoy the river
view. Coffee, soft drinks and snacks
will be available.

tools and lawn mower blades. Crafts—
men can even restore flatware that
wound up in your garbage disposal!
Repair work will not be accepted
after noon on Sunday, Oct. 17. Staff will
repair all work not completed during
the weekend as soon as possible.

An exhibition of work by Califor—
nia metalsmith Marilyn da Silva will

Call (901) 774—6380 for more
information.

Growing

Growing

copper cookware, repair of outdoor
furniture and statuary and bed re—
pairs. These metalsmiths work on

Company

Industry

in

sterling silver, pewter, iron, bronze,
brass and copper. Sharpening also is
available for knives, scissors, garden

in

the

the

Fastest

World!!!

« No Inventories

* No Quotas

« No Deliveries

« No Phone Sales

« No Collectibles

* No Customer Risk

Be your own boss and work your own hours.
Have FUN helping people save MONEY and help other
people make MONEY!!!
Long Distance for 3¢ a minute
Begins October 15

Independent Representative
Memphis, TN
(888) 308—2077 (FF)

EXCE

f

Independent Representative —
TM

— October 1999 ..
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bring his fiddle to MSO

On Saturday, Oct. 9, at 8 p.m., master fiddler Mark
O‘Connor will join Maestro David Loebel and the Mem—
phis Symphony Orchestra on stage to present the first Pops
Concert of the 1999—2000 season.
A product of America‘s rich,
aural folk tradition, O‘Connor
learned his music at the feet of
violin masters Texas fiddler
Benny Thomasson and French
jazz violinist Stephane Grappelli.
Drawing from these extremes, he

A member of the faculty of the Blair School of Music at
Vanderbilt University, O‘Connor regularly teaches master
classes and has conducted symposia at many schools of

music including the Berklee Col—
lege of Music, UCLA and the
Eastman School of Music. He also
is founder of the internationally—
recognized Mark O‘Connor
Fiddle Camps held twice yearly
near Nashville, which draw par—
ticipants from across the U.S. and
absorbed knowledge and influ—
Canada, as well as from Europe,
ence from a multitude of musical
South America and Asia.
styles and genres which he
This concert will be held at
melded and shaped into an
Eudora Auditorium, 4684 Poplar at
American classical music style
Perkins. Tickets are $20 and $30
that is all his own.
each and may be ordered by con—
Mark O‘Connor
O‘Connor has been heralded
tacting the MSO Box Office at (901)
as one of America‘s most gifted
324—3627 or visiting their office at
contemporary composers and one of the brightest talents
3100 Walnut Grove Road, Suite 501, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
of his generation. His ability to cross over musical genres — weekdays. Tickets also may be purchased through Ticket
classical, jazz, bluegrass and Celtic —and his collaborations
ter at (901) 525—1515 or by visiting any of their locations.
with groups from symphony orchestras to influential popu—
lar artists including Yo—Yo Ma, Emmylou Harris, James Tay—
lor, Wynton Marsalis, Willie Nelson and many more, make
him one of the most sought after performers.
O‘Connor has been named the Country Music
Association‘s "Musician of the Year" six times from 1991
through 1996. He is a six—time Grammy nominee and a 1992
Grammy winner for his ground—breaking New Nashville Cats

album. He has performed at The White House, Carnegie
Hall, the Kennedy Center and the ceremonies of Atlanta‘s
Centennial Olympic Games (for which he composed
"Olympic Reel"). He has appeared on "Great Perfor—
mances" and as a guest soloist with the Boston Pops on
PBS, and the "Kennedy Center Honors."
O‘Connor‘s extensive discography includes almost 20
recordings including Midnight on the Water (1998), and Lib—
erty! (1997), which served as the soundtrack to the PBS
documentary of the same name. His most recent release,
Fanfare for the Volunteer, recorded with the London Sym—
phony Orchestra, is due out this fall.
The Los Angeles Times wrote, "O‘Connor‘s string tech—
nique dazzles ... a masterful display of instrumental tech—
nique and musical imagination ... an artist who has crossed
over so many boundaries that his style is purely personal."
"His music—making, large in scope, pure and true, seems
all of a piece with the man. When he takes up the fiddle, he
goes deep into the human heart. Both his playing and his
composing carry the listener back to that universal emo—
tional core from which folk song arose," the Albuquerque
Journal commented.
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Silent

Oct. 17 ° $5
M
ited 2 — 6 p.m.
wuphis Unils In The Grove
Come place your bids on gift
certificates, health & salon services,
dining, art, home furnishings and
much, much more!
Why not startyour
Chzristmas shopping early!!!
Come have a fun—filled afternoon
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Memphls to stage Moon Over Buffalo
Theatre Memphis, Perkins Extended, is presenting Bosco and ran for a year on Broadway. This playwas written
Moon Over Buffalo Oct63021—Nov
14.
by Ken Ludwig, author of Broadway hits Crazyfor You and
MoonOverBuffaloisaknock—aboutcomedyofanold—fash—
Tenor. Michael Fortner isdirecting thisproduction.
ionedbackstagefarceinwhichcouples and storylinescriss— LendMeA
Showtimes
areWednesdayandThursday, 7:30p.m.;Fri—
cross with maniacal efficiency and cheerful superficiality. day and Saturday,
8 p.m., and Sunday,2 and 7p.m. Tickets
Frank
Conway
and
Emily
Angel
Baer
play
George
and
are
$13
on
Wednesday
Charlotte Hay, second—rank stage actors on tour with their Saturday and Sunday. and Thursday and $16 on Friday,
smalla runcompany
innew1953.production
They have shuffled off to Buffalo For tickets or more information, call the Theatre Mem—
for
of
their
when Hollywood direc— phis Box Office at (901) 682—8323.
torFrankCapradecidestocheckoutGeorge
‘sperformance
forAwkward
casting in a movie.
and humorous misunderstandings threaten MBG to host fall rose show
to bring down the curtain. Eileen, the company‘s ingenue, Thousands of blooms of America‘s favorite flower, the
becomes
pregnant
by George;
Richard Maynard, the rose, will be on display at the 35thAnnual Fall Rose Show,
couple‘s
agent,
is
courting
Charlotte
and she is thinking sponsored by the Dixie Rose Club. Admission is free for
aboutrunning
offwithhim;t
heirdaughter,
Rosalind,brin
gs p.m.
the show,
which
will be held Sunday, Oct. 10, from 1 to 5
herfinancee,
Howard,
tomeetherpa
rents,
only
tomeet
up
in
the
Goldsmith
Center auditorium.
with Paul, the man she once loved who happens to be the Consulting rosariansCivicwillGarden
be
on
to answer the
companymanager.ThrowinEthel,Charlotte‘slargelydeaf public‘s questions about rose culture hand
and
care.
motherwhois thewardrobe mistress, thepitfalls,pratfalls, Following the show, rose blossoms from the show will
missed
cues and missed chances that ensue, and you‘ve be on sale. Take home an award—winning entry to honor
gotMoonOverBuf
an uproariously
funny show.
friend.
falooriginally starredCarolBurnettandPhillip thatForspecial
more information, call (901) 685—1566
Theatre

The Memphis Lesbian &
Gay Coalition for Justice

rimerntmetapstnt

wt%Primmnant®M

at%,"tomes

Memphis
Prige.

“was“

Inc.

Invite you to celebrate National Coming Out Day
Sunday, October 10, 1999
from 1:00 to 4:00 at
Shelby Farms Picnic Shelter 3
Covered
pavillion
rain orwe tshine
)uMe FweohoSoe to weXbedKn
Sonn, boSo—e re come
skkret ukomsnhtN
o wereqKonb
Take
Walnut
Grove
east
past
1—240,.
Baptist
East
and
Humphreys.
At the next traffic light,Turn
turn right
leftonto
FarmstopRd..sign.drive forward into the Park — you will be on Pike Lake Rd.
at
first
Pass through second stor sign,Jointhenthe turn
on Beaver3. Lake Drive. (riding stables)
picnicrightat Shelter
C Krk

Take left on Overlook Drive.

Your 4 legged friends are welcome —
please have them on a leash!!

Field Games!

[f

Information booths!
Vendor booths!
Food and Drinks will be sold!
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Sex,

Internet study

findings

While approximately 15 percent of the 57 million Ameri—
cans logging onto the Internet visit sexually—oriented sites
without any negative impact, these sites do pose risks for
some people. Those individuals who spend large amounts
of time on the Net in sexual pursuits may be at risk for
developing psychological difficulties, such as sexual
compulsivity, according to a study in the April, 1999, issue
of Professional Psychology: Research and Practice, a journal
published by the American Psychological Association.
It is clear that large numbers of Americans use the
Internet for sexual pursuits. A previous study found that
‘sex‘ is the number one searched word on—line.
This article, "Sexuality on the Internet: from Sexual Ex—
ploration to the Pathological Expression" by Dr. Alvin Coo—
per, et. al., found that although on—line sexuality appears
to be a form of sexual exploration or recreation without
negative consequences for most people, those who spend
11 hours or more a week on line in sexual pursuits show
signs of psychological distress and admit that their behav—
ior interferes with some areas of their lives. Time spent on
line for sexual pursuits may be an indicator of other prob—

are

discussed

lems that exist in users‘ lives, or may even create further
dependence, according to the study‘s authors.
The study, a 59—item questionnaire, was conducted over
a seven—week period during March and April of last year.
The questionnaire was posted on the MSNBC Website. Af—
ter discarding surveys which were incomplete or filled out
by people under 18 years of age, a final sample of 9,177
respondents (all anonymous) was evaluated.
According to the study, men are the largest consumers
of sexually explicit material on the Internet. Male respon—
dents (86%) outnumbered female respondents (14%) by a
ratio of 6:1. Women, however, favor the use of chat rooms,
which offer more interaction and the development of rela—
tionships (49% females to 23% males) to visual erotica (50%
males to 23% females). Most individuals reported that they
go on line for sexual pursuits from home (78.8%); 5.8 per—
cent admitted using an office computer, and 12.7 percent
said they do both. In addition, most individuals (64%) were
either married (47%) or in a committed relationship (17%),
See Sex, Internet, page 60

Memphis Black Repertory Theatre
— in collaboration with the Buckman Center —
presents

SHAKIN‘ THE

MESS

OUTTA MISERY

October 15 — 24

Michele McCullough

This exuberant memory play is a tribute to the "Big Mammas" of the world who helped to raise us all. Meet
a group of exceptional women who share their tales filled with joy, pain, triumph and extraordinary love.,

Call

726—4656

for

reservations

Buckman Performing and Fine Arts Center
St. Mary‘s Episcopal School
60 Perkins Rd. Extd. @ Walnut Grove

Sex, Internet
from page 59
and, of the single individuals (36%), half were dating and
half were not.
Time spent on line for sexual pursuits was a strong
predictor of both sexual compulsivity and distress. Al—
though, on—line sexual compulsivity is a relatively rare
condition, eight percent of the survey respondents were
found to be most at risk to develop serious problems from
their heavy Internet use. This estimate compares to the
estimated five percent of the general population who deal
with issues of sexual compulsivity. The majority sur—
veyed (92%) spend under 11 hours a week in on—line
sexual pursuits, and half spend less than 1 hour a week
for on—line sexually related activities. Most people ap—
pear to use sexual material on the Internet as a source of
entertainment more than for sexual release and reported
that on—line experiences were satisfying but not particu—
larly arousing.
Honesty on the Net does seem to suffer. Most respon—
dents, 61 percent, reported occasional "pretending" about
their age while on the net. Thirty—eight percent admitted
presenting themselves as a race different than their own.

HELP WANTED

Additionally, three out of four respondents indicated keep—
ing secrets from others about how much time they spend
on line for sexual pursuits, although most (87%) reported
that they did not feel guilty or ashamed about the time they
do spend on line.
"This study provides the first step in understanding the
common use of the Internet and can help mental health
professionals to develop guidelines to prevent, diagnose,
intervene and treat sexual compulsivity and related disor—
ders," according to its lead author, Dr. Alvin Cooper of the
San Jose Marital and Sexuality Center. "In addition it may
be useful in the identification of other issues that may be
going on in users‘ lives for which they wish to escape by
turning to their keyboards."
The American Psychological Association (APA), in Washing—
ton, DC, is the largest scientific and professional organization
representing psychology in the United States and is the world‘s
largest association ofpsychologists. APA works to advance psy—
chology as a science, as a profession and as a means ofpromoting
human welfare.

PRESIDENT: Katie Hiestand
WEBSITE: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala
VOICE MAIL: (901) 678—5719, ext. 5719

Downtown

New

Area

Restaurant

Opening

Soon

WANTED
2 Full—Time Cooks
2 Full—Time Servers
2 Part—Time Cooks
2 Part—Time Servers

CALL 352—0428

BGALA

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

STUDENTS FOR BI—SEXUAL, GAY,

Leave Message

AND LESBIAN AWARENESS

Local

Guys..

Hot

times!

—

Record your own personal ads
Listen to the other personal ads
Send messages to the guys you like

HOROSCOPES

Libra (Sept. 24—Oct. 23) — Happy birthday to you! Put
your talents to good use during this period. You can‘t suc—
ceed if you don‘t try. Focus on business—related social
groups now. If there‘s something you have been desiring,
go for it now!
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 22) — The full moon is moving
meaning romance, creative endeavors and social pleasures
are favorable now. Have a good time. The time is right for
financial gain. Fortune smiles on those who pay heed to
wise advice.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23—Dec. 21) — Highlights are on real
estate issues and domestic matters now. This is the time to
turn talents into home—based money—makers. Don‘t forget
to pay special attention to loved ones.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 20) — You could experience a
valuable contact now that might provide growth in career,
civic or community matters. If your affectionate roots are
strong, differences can be resolved if you‘re patient.
Aquarius (Jan. 21—Feb. 19) — Travel during this period
could bring happiness and profit. Focus on pursuing closer
relationships with significant others during this period.
Love waits for no one.
Pisces (Feb. 20—March 20) — The full moon moving
through your sign is liable to stir hopes and wishes this
month. Take time out to rest and relax now. Don‘t worry,
be happy.
Aries (March 21—April 20) — Now is the time to think

big and expand those horizons. Harmony is possible in
romantic affairs. Traveling this month might introduce you
to someone new.
Taurus (April 21—May 21) — The spotlight is on group
and social activities this period. Focus conversation on do—
mestic matters and real estate issues. Now is the time to
financially benefit from those with wisdom.
Gemini (May 22—June 21) — Now is the time for restor—
ing affections, beginninga new chapter in love, social specu—
lation and creative projects. Go after what you want now;

chance is working in your favor.
Cancer (June 22—July 23) — Benefits from meeting with
groups is favored this month. Domestic matters and real
estate issues may highlight this period for moonchildren.
That special someone might be just around the corner.
Leo (July 24—Aug. 23) — Heed the advice of a financial
planner during this period. Focus on stock matters dealing
with companies in the entertainment industry. Respond to
relationship opportunities now.
Virgo (Aug. 24—Sept. 23) — This month‘s focus will be
on personal income. Don‘t let doubts take root. Reward
and recognition from creative abilities also work in your
favor. If you‘ve thought about changing jobs, sleep on
your decision.
Editor‘s Note: Horoscopes are meant for entertainment
purposes only and are for the month of October.
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— Singer Melissa Etheridge in a
recent interview about her new
album, Breakdown, in the October
1999 issue of Girlfriends.
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"There‘s no more questions to ask
about being gay. | answered them
all. There‘s nothing else to say."
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TRAVEL

MOVED!!!!!

new

address

SOUTH
Black & Blue
Festival — Montreal
P—Town Women‘s

is

COOPER

International Gay & Lesbian Travel Association §

OCT 17—24

Fantasia Fair in
Provincetown

OCT 22—30

Fantasy Fest in Key
West

OCT 28—31

IGRA Rodeo Finals
in Little Rock

NEW HOURS!!!
oooo

NOV 25—28

White Part
Weekend ir South
Beach
"As
Holly Folly in
Provincetown

A
Monday —Friday

t

DEC 3—5
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Saturday

9:00 — 5:30
11:00 — 2:00
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Brett Daniels and Gold Strike Casino Resort present
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<THE EXECUTIONER ~

BRETT DANIELS‘
PATE LLBS IN TOUR HANDS
CWdMlQSS the most dangerous act any magician has ever attempted in this special
MAGIQUE Halloween performance, featuring NIGHTMARE AT THE GALLOWS.
Brett Daniels will be brought to the hangman‘s noose with little chance of escaping.
Only two performances will ever be seen, as a tribute to Houdini on the
anniversary weekend of the great Master‘s death.
TWO PERFORMANCES ONLY
Friday,

Oct. 29" ~ 9PMm

Saturday, Oct. 30¢ * 8PM
L ive in the Millennium T he a ter

GOLD STRIKE
CASINO RESORT
24K Excitement. 24 Hours A Day.
sissippi.com
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